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Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, January 25, 1945

Thirty-Two Calloway Men Leave For
Induction Feb.1; 81 To Take Physical
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List Includes
Native on Pays
S
Supreme
Sacrifice
Farmers, Students
V°.
Business Men

Callowayan Gives
Life on Foreign Field

Thirtyetwo men from Callowey
are called to answer the county's
quota for the military draft jot
February I. according to announcements made officially here, this
week. Eighty-one men will leave
here for pre-induction examination on the same date. The list
shows that sons from families who
already hairelllree -sears in the service, are being called this month.
The list inclOdes high school boys.
farmers,. businessmen alike.
INDUCTION CALL FOR
. FEBRUARY 1, 1,46
Lynn Spenser Edwards
Elisha Thomas Orr
Clarence Wilma Heath
Ovals Allen Bedard
Beet itarbaid letton
William J. (;arg-ue
Riley Egbert leaneline
Helmer Carver Herkeen
Keys Lindery
Codie 1#e Darnell
Chester Lee Todd
Howell Rieke Clark
Robert Edward Lassdter
Ralph Duke
Dm•ce Halton Morris
Logan Graves Bland
Norman Boyd Wofford
Glenn Date Watkims
Billy Max Galloway
William King Jr
Thomas Dow I,ax
Paul Cunningham
James Edward Heath
John Henry Elliott
Edwards
J
Ralph Douglas Morten
James Noel Smith
James Frank Parker
Thomas Washington Guthrie
Hollis Siewatee Roberta
William Edward Whitnell
Transfer
John Edward McMillen
PRE-INDUCTION CALL FOR
FEBEUARY I. 1943
Wilburn Wallace Williams J.
eirtie Mewbro
Donnye Clyde Grogan
_limy Boyd Bean
James Albert ( arrol
Ballard Leon Admirer
Ray 1 erry Brodie h
Owen Henson Hale
Isaac Alfred Jones
leen Van "Meet'
A. J. Marshall
Marvin Lee Smith
Eery T. Colson
•
Eldridge 'tampion Swift
Glen F'ranklin Venable
Hester Hugh Brown
.
James (Melee Elkins
Alton Paechall
John :Daniel Jones
Dallia Laesiter
• William Edger Linn
Alrson Noy Morton
Cloyte- Barden
•
_
.Reldon Marshall Neeswieriby
Hillman Coles
Preston Young Brandon
Truman Edwin Turner
Nnmon Wilson Hopkins
Jamey Robert Morton
Reza. Alton Dowdy
litIllfam Edwin Rogers
Lonnie Elkins
Jesse James Met'aeon
Aubrey Bluford Mara
Clay Cornettus Darnell
Howard Johnson Barmen
Henry Walton Davidson
Merritt Elmo Youngblood
George Martin Black
Prentice Miller Dunn
Enos Doug Winchester
011ie Lee Cooper
Detracts ( hastine Stone
James Hugh Byrkeen
F,llwood Brown
Marlin YravIngton Barkeen
Edward Stark Erwin
Everett Ward Outland
Edgar Sharp Homeen
James ilmsaar Foster
Rudy Clyde Wilkinson
Harrol Sinclair Elkins
Richard Marion Vance
Jame. Edison Khnbro
Rupee. Wells Nix
James F. Rule
Delisee Freemon Garrison
Robert Alexander Futrell
Edward Franklin Kirk
Holm Stanton Rogers
W. B. Outland
Roy Arlon Willoughby
Caine Salter
Rennie Bell Spann
Treman Clint Shekell
Willie Mitchell Story
Charles Euclid Hopkins
Junes Ralph Wells
Reilda Reel Watson

PVT. VAN HUIE

PFC. GUY McDANIEL

Pvt. L. Van guie. son of Mle,
and'Mrs. Lif burn Buie .ed._ Murray.
Route 1, was killed, in action in
Belgium on December 20, 1944.
Pvt. Huie. a ,former Murray
High School athlete, had been -in
the army since Juoe 1944. He was
a paratroopete eee .

s Pfc. Guy McDaniel, 35, husband
cit Mrs. Alene Caldwell McDaniel,
was killed in action December 25,
Christmas Day, in Luxembourg.
Inducted November 15. 1943, he
has berm.'overseas since August,
'44. He was in the Infantry. rifleman, with General Patton's Third
Army. He trained at Camp Shelby, Miss., and North Carolina before going oversee.
Hgeeperated a grocery at Dexter
and farmed prior to entering sere
The Junior Chamber of Com- „Nice.
merce will have its state and naHe is the son -of
Mgs.
tional charter presented at a din- W. R. McDaniel, Almo. Route 1. He
ner meeting 'at the Club House has uric brother-Ralph McDaniel of
Tuesday night, January 30. at 7 Dexter and Miss Idle McDaniel
o'clock, according to
C. Collie, is a sister
president.
•Pvt. McDaniel had been married
The program will, include short five years
Mrs. McDaniel works
talks by Mayor George Hart. Lt! at Viola with the Navy pereonneL
Col.. Joe T. Lovett, and Dr. J. H. She has two brothers. S-See. Ricte.
Richmond • Paul Abel. state lige-- and Caldwell with Patton's Third
presideht and the organizer of the Army, serving in Germany, and
Murray JCC's will be present with Cpl Leon Caldwell in Germany
• delegation from Paducah and ett with the First Army.
officers of the state organization
Pvt McDaniel was awarded the
Presidents of all JCC Clubs . in Sharpshooter and Expert Riflethe state have been invited to at- mane Medals bFfore Suing overtend
this charter
presentation seas. •
meeting. )4,- national officer will
present the national charter.

JCC Club To Receive
Charters Tuesday
_

T.

PAINT & WALLPAPER CO.

stiSTG ematokATED

'council Rules Out
t_Fortune _Telling

Murray Paint and Wallpaper
company on North Fifth street is
getting a spring decoration this
week. The inside is being painted,
and, the entire store is being set in
'Order for the spring Season. Oscar
Skaggs and
Shlon Shackelford,
owners, are busy- superintending
the work:
_

The City Council voted an ordinance Friday night ruling out
Shy and all fortune telling in Murrely
•
This ordinance resulted from a
few weeks of fortene-telling by a
group of .people located in the
west side of the squsre, it was reported -eere.

Max Miller, Coast Guard, Home
After Two Years In Pacific Zone
By Virginia Hay

/don Miller. with the U. S. Coast
Guards, and seri of Mr and Mrs.
Gregg Miller. arrived in Murray
Sunday to spend . a 30-day 'leave
after two years ih the Pacific.
Max. a graduate of Murray High
School where he was a -Meniblef
of the band, was a student.t _Murray State College when heeivoltinleered for military set-vied.Early in 1942, Max enlisted In
Nashville. Tenn
and was sent
to New Orleans for boot training,
going from there to Galveston.
Tex and Edgewood Arsenal. Md.
for further-- training. He then returned to New Orleans and in
July 1943 went out to sea. He
was with the ---eMphibious forces
aboard an L.ST landing craft.
Li
• He was in Panama -- went
through Panama Canal. onto'Society.
Islands in the Soutle Pacific and
ter a short time was at- Port of
Dora Bora, while here he saw Mills
Shaw (brother of Mrs
Vernon
Stubblefield Jr.) was granted a few
liberties and the two boys had a
nice time together.
He went to Pago Page in Samoa
Eull Donelson
Alfred Hugh Cooper
Porter Bramlett
Stephen Willis Hickok
Aubrey ('lay Smith
Nheyd Cunningham
Darrel Elk ins
John Downs Stamps
Tulon ,Atrice Ternbow
Fred Pogue
Transfer:
Lloyd Keys Parkes
Earl Bryant Brandon-

and in the interview aitated that
this was ,one of the prettiest places
he visited, being, much in its native
state' although American, influence was noticeable in dress of
women_ From here he went to
am.. Islands and operated there
five Menthe. el wee here that
he got his first taste ofeewartare
as the Saps staged several bombing
Readily flying down from their
base in Gilbert Islands 500 miles
away. Max stated that at this
time he was scared but as time
went on he became accustomed to
the bombing.
His ship after making a number
of beeches, teturned to a base fef
repairs. While here Mass-maw Elmus Starks and they exchanged
ship visite, He also saw flen
comb and Fred Shelf; Jr. He
went to " Selomons, Guadalcanal,
Russell, Beaugenville and operated
there carrying troops and suppli_a
from a back base to the front.
From the Solorrions he were to
Guam end New eluinea. 81715111y
after the
Philippine
campaign
started he went te Leyte -making.
two trips after the invasion. Coming back- trf- New guinea hg. headed
toward the stales arriving In San
Francisco on January 17.
This...ii-Max's first visit home
in more than two years. He loob
fine and says the Coast Guard is
a fine unit. He had Many pleasant
experiences but his happiest mements were spent reading letters
-from home.
Coast Guard Miller wears the
American Theatee and Asiatic Pacific Theatre Ribbons and four
service stars representing participation in four major battles.

Picturjs Wanted

T0bacc0 Market
1 Sees
Comfor

The Ledger and Times wants
the pictures of all service men
and women in the county. In
this ()Mee is being prepared a
permanent record book of the
part Calloway men and women ,
played in World War If. Pictu..es and facts concerning'
these people make the record
more complete.'
We have several hundred
newspaper cuts of these men
and women filed in this office
now. Those who already have
had pictures in the office may
disregard this call.
For a good newspaper cut, a
clear photograph is required.
The cost of having a cut for
newspaper made from these pictures io $1.00. Besides- using
• the pictu-e in the newspaper
with a news story, we will
have the picture for the permail -nt recced book.
__..
•
We have assiot of data on sere-Site4
- men eIrety, but it is not
c'npLt,n.
These men and
v omen deserve to be listed in
permanent honor roll book
that will forever be a credit to
their service in this war. We
remember
that those
who
fought in World War I are remembered only . in , the
e:Le e
of. thiese living. There is no
record available that lists thee:
Calloway men who fought in
the other war

YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

M

table,
Increase This Week

Nazis Rushing From West To

East Reds Gain Oder Section

Demand was smuch stronge,e for
Western Dark Fired tobacco here
this week as evid•-nced by a general increase in average prices by
grades.
Reports here show the
volume of sales the heaviest of the
season totalling 1.164.340 pounds .•t
an average of $22.33 per hundred.
Season's total is 2,888.765 pounds
for $577.098.57 with an average of
$21.62.
Choice cittelity heavy- leaf and
lugs were ep 50c to $1.00, especially the- tobacco purchased for
snuff manufacture. Fair to- good
henvy leaf and low to fine lugs
gained frorroOk to $3.00 per hum.
deed above averages previously
quoted. Most thin leaf grades were
50c to $1.50 'higher. Only in a
few instances were grades unchanged or showed declines.
The general quality of the tobacco showed -Cciiiiiela-able improy&
ment compared with the previous
week as more choice and fine•
heavy leaf and lug grades were
marketed. There was also' an increase in the percentage of wrappers. Sales consisted principally_
of good and fine heavy leaf and
low and fair lugs.
-The- Western Dark Fired Tobaes
Rev. Joe T. Odle
co Growers: AsSOCtatiOln
,receipts
for the season through January 17
The revival at the ,Memorial
totalled 15,840 pounds at an avme
Baptist Gheactit which is being led
age- if 124.50
by Rev. Joe ,T. Odle, evangelist,
and Rev. Joe Canzeineri, singer. is
being attended by -large numbers
of people and the interest is ,good.
Services are held daily' at,2 p.m.
and•7e38-15.efie
é"ietTñj will

oppose- N.•'.•• Conetd
Both games- are expected to be
top-notch affairs with the outcorrs
depending on
their early game
strength
Hazel will have to play
a better brand of ball in the first
half tonight than they did --Against
Alm° or the Tigers will take them
for a trimming. •
If the Redbirds are able to stop
that long !Inky, high-scoring Rig.
el...I ef The Tralnihg School the
1Centinued on Page 3)

Firestone Store to Open Doors Here
Saturday—Local Owners, Operators

_

The Firestone Home and Auto with
the TVA for several years, r
Supplies Store will, have its open- siding
here and'atParis, Tenn. e
ing Saturday, January N, at 10. and
his family ma.dee many .friends
✓etlock - Thtils a- new bueiness thatl in
this vicinity.
has come to Murray and is located
on the east side of the square next ! The store is modern in every respect. It has been equipped with
door to the Bank of Murray.
modern flooring, cabinet-is -and fixThis store is owned by three well tures. The
decorations are pleasknown men Of Murray. Van Bar- iret with cream
Walls, white ceilnett will be the manager. e aV. J. ings, and
green trimmed display
Gibson, and L. M Parrish are co- I cases. W.
W. Cole. district repreowners with Mr Barnett and will I simtative of
Firestone, has . been
be associated with him as silent here for the
past two weeks superpartners.
vising the arrangements, Mr. Barnett is the son of the late
As a special featurer- Of the openWillie Barnett of Marray He is a
ing day, the management plans to
graduate of Murray High School
offer a limited number of electric
and Murray State College where he
bathroom heaters and radio tubes.
has been head of the flight engines
There is reedy for sale a complete
and aerology in. the 'Navy. He has
ne of,,,- hbusehold.
electric ape wide cfrOe. of. friends who are
'
peen .
automobile
accessories.
pleased that he has decided
to
'end tubes. hardware. work
make Murray home for his family.
.efothing and }tickets. audemany of
Mr Gibson, a graduate of
the hard-to-get items
ray State College. has restded here
All electrical appliances will be
continuously since 1938 when he resold here just as soon as they are
turned to Murray after taking his s
master's degree from the University t released on the markets, was else
of Kentucky and doing graduate l'staternent made by the , manage.
work in Peabody. .Fle is head of merit this week.
the library science department of
The owners of ehisestore will be
the college.
pleased to have the public call Sat,e4r. Parrish, a native of Martin, urday to see the new business in
Tenn; iseetio stranger here for he operation. They will be happy to
and hi,family resided in Murray in have their friends and new cus1938 'and he has been connected tomer% call at any time.

BLUE CROSS HOSPITALIZATION
PLAN COMES TO THIS COUNTY
There may be some question as
to whether the old saying that
"fifty million. Frenchmen can't be
wrong" still goes, but sixteen million Americans know they are
right - in providing themselves with
hospital service protection without waiting for the --euestionable
federalized medical service plan
which has been proPosed.
And that. number Is increesing
rapidly, as evidenced 'by a developmeot in Murray which has
scores of citizens becoming members of the Blue Cross hospital
service plane
•
The mounting popularity of the
Blue Cross plan stems firm the
fact that ,it involves a minimum of
red tape'- something that has be.
come- Public Enemy No. 1 for,
most Americans who have had -to
wrestle' with the growing complexity of federal government. reit-

Planes Bombing
Nazis Trains
Heading East

Revival at Memorial Church

Murray High-Hazel and Training
School-Concord to Meet In Semi-final
Tenighrs annset
(Sesni-finallal
Murray High vs. Hazel
T School vs N: Concord
By virtue. ul first round wins
Murray
High, Hazel.
Training
School. and New Concord have advanced' to e• -ni-final play in the
County Etasketaall Tournament.
In tonight's first -game Murray
High and Hazel Will begin play
at 730 o'clock. I,n the nightcap,
The Training School Colts will

Vol. XV; No. 4

illations and direetives
Just how smoothly it works was
demonstrated in the case of a resident of a neighboring town who
suddenly was etrigken jilt_ and required hespitalization while visiting in Chicago. The usual hidesfietei on admission were asked, Itteluding the familiar one of:
"Who will be responsible for
your bill here's
S.
The patient reached into his
wallet,. selected e card and passed
it over • te the attendant. She
glanced at it, Smiled warmly. and
replied:
-"Ohl you are •a member of the
Blue Cross planT That's fine. We
won't have to worry about this
„ „
bill."
No one worried about it. The
Was sent to the Blue Cremseofflee, paid withdut questi4, and
(Continued on Page 41

Ten Enrolled As
Nurses' Aides
Ten
axe,I w,'rneri are taking
Nurses' Aide Course taught by
Mrs H J Fenton in the surgical
dressing room. These women are
preparing to give volunteer service iii the hospttal&
The class is composed of Mrs
E. A Tucker, Miss Doris Aycock,
Mrs Nanny McCoy, Mrs Pauline
McCoy, Mrs. Sara Undierwood,
Miss Bernice Posey. Miss MiefY
Lou Saunders, Miss Oneida „Wea7,
Mies Jo Ann Butterworth. Mrs.
Clifford Seeber,
PVT. W. D. LASS
—WEE—
le IS
WOUNDED-1N-A,NCF

/
Pvt. Wm/b. Lassiter. son of
David Ebb Lassiter- of Hazel Re
2, was, Wounded in France on January-2, according to a message recietved by his father oneJarsuary 21_
Pvt. Lassiter, in, the Infantry.
had been in the service for several
years and before induction. was
emPloyed in Detroit. He was inducted in Michigan..
FIRE CAIISES SLIGHT DAMAGE
A small blaze caused by
defective flue did slight -elarnage to,
the upstairs apartment._ of Mrs.
Carter Miley 'at 1006 West- Main
street, Sunday, •at 1 ,p.m.

-

PARIS. inn. 25-Allred war.
, planes blasted anew, today at sir
great exodus of German troops
and tanks moving northeast by ..
rail and road from the flattene-d.
Ardennes salient on. the western
front, towardelareereanvedemi Russian battlefiercg.
'The American First. ana Third e
Armies hammered through thick
snowfields- against eb-ee denniec
strip of 'llelgium and Luxembourg
still in German hands. •
- •-The ,Tri.ins presumably
were,
loaded with a large part of the.
Panzer forces which bore she.
lire Joe 4. 411/WWI'I
brunt of Field Marshal von Ruedcontinue through .Friday night. stedt's broken pre-Christmas. •effensiee in the. Ardennes. The
February 2
•.eorein tied to.necom -in- bastedbasted
"The Story of My Converligte- enema/ ,
"The Story of My Conversion" datylight despite the' 'who'lesale
will be the subject of the Otrrnee carnage and wreckage inflicted by
that will be delivered at the church Allied planes.
Sunday afternoon at 2:e0 by tre•
LONDON, Jan
Rev. Joe Canzoneri who was born
24. _The Ruson the island Sicily and brought sians captured Oppeln, capital of
upper Silesia, and thrust outflankup in the Roman Catholic faith.
The church and pastor extends ing columns northwest of Breslau today amid reports that they
en invitation eje. the
Ww-11 and'emeecle* had establie-hed-a briclife=Colin!)
, hi hear these messages.
head across the Oder ,river in Sile:la and had snapped a Meeeeersip
en -East Prussia. The Germans 'themselves announced that
the Russians had
sent tanks and patrols across m
Last week the Ledger...4"nd Times the,west bank of the Oder.
great
published a list of odnurs of Cal- water • defense'line inside
the
loway men who hidbeen award- Reich. but contended all had
been
ed the Purple Tian. This list was wiped out.
furnished by,
Slerid. chairman
ar
Le the PurOle Heart Club fee is
GEN ) MACARTHUR'S HEADtiontous
.91.14.11TERS, Luzon, Jan. 24-/thal he get the names.
all men who gel' this award.
Yank patrols operated today near
13 * highlyThe complete list turned in Mt Clark Field whose
prized airstrips are less then ., 10
ate is published here:
miles
beyond
thee (rent Imes -at
Macon McCuistorl
the
Manfla-bound
W D Miuiston
14th
Army
Corps.
L. D Flo
Albert Ba
jr.
John D Outlaod
EVEN1% OF THE WEEK
- January 20-In a simple
Paul W. Cochran • .
cere• •
r_nony _whieh. Jaatect___12----gninuiek
Dale ,Parker_
Franklin D. RooseVett at noon toHamer L..Fairris
day began his fourth term as presiRalph Tidwell /
dent.'
Lester Nanney *,/
• • •
Burnet Keys Farley
The French First Army opens a
Robert Lester Hendon
rew offensive on a 25-mile front
Amos Hill
70 miles south of Strasbourg.
James Pate
Gains
three milesCharles D Brewer
•
•
•
Pat Gilbert
The Reds seized Tilsit and- inEubert' G Hale
vaded East Prussia from the south.
Preston Nurrnaii
They drive 37 miles from Breslau.
Ttomas D Moffitt
• • •Orville J Kuhn
' In the Pacific. After turning bark
.1-1 C. Richerson
Jap counter attecks, American
Norville S. Cole
forces virtually have cut off the
Kyle D. Fergerson
Jape in northern LUaort from those .
Bernard Bell
on the south. A email Jae force ..
Ralph Tidwe II
, 'Continued on Page 3)

-

Purple Heart List z,
Continues To Grir4

Wade Hampton Brooks Elected
— Lt. Joseph Wheeler. •
President. of Vegetable Association; Wounded In Action
Lee Joseph Gibson WhetatE,
was reperted slightly wounded el
Plans For Tomato Crops In 1945
December 21 in Belgium.

Lt.
Wheeler is the
B CI Humphreys of Murrayeand
the son if Mrs. John -Harper of
Fart Lauderdale, Fla .- the former
Wks.. Roberta 'Fr
-The official. message was received
be Mrs. Humphreys one January
19, but letters from Lt. Wheeler.-who is an 'executive officer with
an airbourne' division, had a treat
'
,
told ef his being wounded --He has
been removod,THIM a Belgian hospital to a hospital in Paris. Franee,

$75,000 Netted
From 'Tomatoes
Here Last Year

•%
- r-imeit-r.

W. Hampton Brooks.--teacher at
agriculture of Murray State College Training School, was reelected
to his fifth consecutive term as
president of the Calloway County
Vegetable Growers Associanue at
the annual meeting of the organization *in the court house here
Monday afternoon. Q 'r. Guier
and Rudy Hendon were reelected
W. H. BROOKS
to the beard Of directors for .1
Mr and Mrs. feel Colson. Murthree year terre. Harry McClain,
_ray, Ruute 2, ehceived word- that
Lynnville. was elected vice-presi- bushel which figures to be abete
their son. Pvt. Vilna F. 'Coleon, —.dent, and 4.Q. T. Guier. secretary- $252 per hour for the labor spent
Wslightly wounded while in acPlans were made for the mar- in production.
tiorein Belgium on December 20.
keting est green tomatoes here next
Mr. Brooks figure! this week_ .The message' wee- received
bfethe
season.
Due to the discourage- that it requires about 150 bolos parents on
Januhry 18.
ment by last year's drouth, it is labor to grow an acre of tematoes
expected that some of the farmers __and the average production is
wee not plant tomato crops the 150 bushels- per acre.
...
terming season: however, the fermiThe growers in the Meeting
.
ers in southern Gravet county Monday, planned to hatm three
who had perfect weather condie 'setting dates around April 20 and
Pvt Edgar I Scheme, husband of
lions, are planning an increase in May 1 and 10th. • Indications now theeformer Miss Fay Hodge of
the growth of the tomatoes. Sev- are that the market will be high Concord, wee wounded in 'Gereral Graves County growers net- fcg green Wrap tomatees This many on January 1. The messted more than $500 per acre last summer
It is expected that last age was received 'Sr Mrs. Scheme •• _
year.
The total crops marketed year's natal rreeipts et 173.000 will rm January'18. Mie. Scheele is the
through the local cooperative mar- be surpassed
this year, is the daughter of Buck Hodge of New
ket, netted an average of $2.52 pee opiraun of Mr, Brooks,
Concord.

Pvt. W. F. Colson
Wounded In Belgium

Pvt. E. .1. Schone
Wounded in (;ermany
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THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Colored - Citizens
elan 'Highert;round.
CoMmunity Meetin:;

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENTS PAINT
DARK PICTURE OF WAR FUTURE

-• LOCALS

•

Johnson

Mrs. Zetra
ie visiting.
Miss Betty Phillips and Mis- purchased nnechanctase fur the W. H Graves and
Miss Margaret
her puyents. Mr. nod •Mre. Robert esette Feeemon of Nashville were ; talfdee Scott
Situp.
Graves
Gargus. Muisay, Route I.
Her guest- fie several days this week
Mie %Vattern Belles bas- reituned_
hustiend. Ervin Johnson. Navy:is ef Miss Meriun
Pet, Pogue Ciutland. Mrs. OutSharbormaghfrom Detroit whern she was tat
expected here on 'leave,
Mrs.
Mre.- Toni Rowlete who W tenet- guest of Mrs. Louis Charles Ryan land and children, Stanley' Imes
Johnsen resides in Highland Park ing at Oak
Ridge.arrived Tuesday and Mr. and Mrs. Ru:tney Mocee ! *and Mary Lee. arrived Monday
when, she is in defense work.
night 'from, Camp Bowie, Texas.
.
to spend reeveral days ht -homer
Harield -Curry has been transfer- Pvt. Outland will return to'Camp
Mrs. _Ora King -and Mrs. Pollie
Mrs. B.
Thrley left Saturdathe- TVA to Decatur. Ala, Bowie at
the conclusion of a
Myers of New Concord were in faci join
rot Turley at 'Fbrt Tay- Mrs. Curry - and - daughter. Atm,
week's turluateh, while Mis. Outtown Thursday.
roe, Key West. Fla. where he ts will rentintie to make
theit hoine land and children will remain in
-Arthur- King of Clinton, N. it. stationed.
_
Murayi
for tie: present.
.-1
has returned to his home after
•
Mrs. G. Be Scott anti Mrs.• BerMrs'. Dick Hagan has rettianed Murr
Mrs.
sa.y.Will Rose of Flint. Mich.,
epending a few dee* with baa
nard •WhItnel wee in St. Louise to her home in Louisville after
its the guest of her iirter., Mrs.,
eitee: and autue laere and Mrs.
the fiest tif the - skerk- where Mier eptifding seveiet1 weeks with
Mrs. Joe Perkee,
Kine eaud ramily of Newonei
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ACT NOW ... if you want to be sure of getting PARTS
for your•FARM MACHINES
This country is at WAR TO WIN!

Every vital material now being produced rmist go
into our great struggle. ThiA means that-you the farmers
of America must concentrate your efforts on producing
more and more food.

•

Get every piece of farm equipment into perfect WO-111w
order now while parts are still available-.
HELP TO KEEP 'EM GOING!
•

A. B. Beale CI Son
EAST MAIN STREET

PHONE 36

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

City Taxes!

No•nur
rARTNrnstiiii STATEMENT

PROPERTY'TO BE SOLD FOR
DELINQUENT TAXES

•

Is Your Car

All taxes due the City of Murray for 1944
'and prior years are now delinquent, and Notice
Is Hereby Given that unless such taxes are paid
not later than FEBRUARY 28, 1945, a sufficient
amount of property of the taxpayer will be immediately levied on and sold to satisfy all
claims.

This Week?

- -7.‘Tr

Since there have been no such levies and
sales in re nt years to collect CITY TAXES, I
take this me ns of notifying the public and each
individual de q• uent taxpayer that THIS ACTIORWILL MOST CERTAINLY RE TAKEN.
I sincerely trust that each delinquent will
come to the City Hall and pay up promptly. By
doing so, he will'avoid much expense, trouble
and embarrassment

•

"Every mile you, drive makes it more important than ever to care for your car for
YOUR COUNTRY"
_
•
If tires and gasoline were removed tomorrow, no victory minded American would
permit himself one single mile of unnecessary automobile driving.

or

YOU MUST-PROTECT AND PAMPF.R YOUR CAR TO COAX EVERY LAST
BIT OF MILEAGE FROM ITS-AGING ENGINE AND CHASSIS.

We are pledged to DO OUR UTMOST to perform al!
services which will improve the efficiency of your car
and lengthen its life.

This is a fair warning. No further notice
will be given. Action, as indicated, will follow.

•

Miles Older

DISSOLUTION
Notice is. hereby given that a new
general'partnership.known as Ryan
Milk Company. consisting of ..the
uncle:Feigned as mernbersr. has been
teemed arid is new carrying on the
rhilk busines,. at the 'Cornpany't
plant on East Chestnut Seteet
•: - Misrray. Kentucky. Vie old
en. also known aseBetaln MaIR
(„..orntreny else coneistine.of the updereigned members.. and purporting
•
be .a 'Mated 9 Partnelehip. has
• • dissetved.
This. January 2. 1945.
la. Graham
George Hirt.
•
Gladys Scott'
Bulala Treon
Hblen M. Roulet
ittan
OF KENTUCKY.
•
1
OUNTY
CALLOWAY. SS
'
The affiant. John G. Ryan. gen- I
pertner in the old . firm above
on,rearte.a.. says that the l'efegostatement is true and correct:
John 0.-RyV1"
Sabscribed • and ;morn to before
by John G. -Ryan. this 5th day
Jilituary.". I-94S.
EeeniUgasoline and tires were plentiful, cars are not. There will he •Hoeft
Notary Public. e
no new Tars for the-duration. Anr4 every mile you drive, today and,
Cf,untyl'Kx1JuckY
MV commission expirei January
tcmorrow and the day atter, is an irreplaceable withdrawal from the
19480
• a
nativ's bank of total transportatios(
'miles.
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• • day acknowledged betaire time
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Elmer E Nines.- Notery
. Conk County. Illinois.
'r ATE OF KENTUCKY.
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e Hugh enaugin. a 'reotatee
amid for the staae-tertd---eounty.,1
eeetifir Feffire that the-forego. i
‘I.reternent and affidiii it •••:ts
tielteresladee41 beton-a -mei
If Gra.harri. Geeikeee. iegite
Seen. Bulah Treat, • and
hl, O. Italie. and,J.sy Cach iii taern
• -be--hie act ernd deed-.--Thir-Tatt?”
y of January. 1945.
•
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eleT se-enrurr issiein
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•

Porter Motor Co.

CHARLES B. GROGAN, Collector,
City ofMurray Taxers

504 Maple-Street

•

" Telephone 97
C
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round last night, New Conccird's
,Redbirds topped the Lynn Grove
Wildcats by the score of 40-36..
-1Coriffnued from Page 1)
The tilt was close all the way
Redbirds will make it a real ball arid the victor was established only
in the ti.
nal miputes.
Concord
game for Coach Ste-wart's Colts.
was ahead at the quarters 8-7, '1017, and 31-30.
T. SCHOOL 44„ K1RKSEY 31
McReynolds, Wildcat guard, led
Play in the Calloway County
Basketball Tournament last night the offensive papers in the nightsaw the Murray Training School cap. game with 21 points. He was
Colts defeating the Kirksey Eagles followed closely by Bell of New
Concord with 18
by a score of 44-31.
The lienups:
The Eagles were well in the ball
L. Grove 36
game during the first .half. The N. Concord 40 Pos.
Key 6
score at the first quirter was 8-all. Dick_ 4 „ •
F
T. Crouch 2
The Stewartmen gained a 4-point Spiceland 8
Pogue 5
C
margin at half time and led 26-16.1 Adams 8
McReynolds 21
G
The last half found the Steppers Bell 18
G
Butterworth 1
gathering speed and had pulled in- Farley 4
Subs: N. Concord—Stubblefield.
to a 30-18 lead by the close of the
Lynn Grove Crouch 1, Hughes,
third frame.
.Johnson, center for the Eagles, Howard, Smutherman.

BASKETBALL

led the scoring for the evening
with 21.. points but_was followed
closely by Riggins, Colt center,
with 18 fatties. The more uniform
scoring -strength of the Stewartmen spelled doom for the Eagles:
The lineups:
T. School 44 Pos.
Kirksey 31
Thurmond 8
F
Cochran 2
Thompson 1
F
Hargrove 3
„Riggies 18
Johnsoe, 21
C
Fuqua 2
G
VIlluusiaZa 3
Lassiter 7
0
Nanney 2
Subs: Training... School—Sammons 2, Gorsuch 2, Spann 4. Kirksey—Adams, T. Hargrove. Blankenship 1.

Subs: Hazel—White 1, Dunn 3,
Turnbow, Hart, Alton 1, Almo__
OulWilliams 2, C. Burkeen,
ver, Cuursey.

COUNTY WOMEN TO Dr. Stoneburg Accepts Position at
ATTEND FARM AND American University, Washington
Y.
HOME WEEK MEET

MURRAY H. 72, FAXON 13
In the final game Tuesday even-ing, Murray High School's Tigers
were too much for Faxon and
the Hollandmen won by a score
of 72-13.
Coach Holland withdrew his starters after -the _firot
quarter and held them out of
the game until the third quarter
when he let the
, play five minutes.
• ,
The Faxon lads were simply
too.
young and inexperienced for
the Tigers, however, -the Brinn-men fought gallantly throughout the game and . displayed a
courage and determination/ that
surpassed any team in action that
night.
The Tigers Led 34, 7-7, and
HAZEL 45, ALMQ
A 'somewhat smaller but fighting 57-10 at .the quarters. - Saunderg,
Almo quint fought heroically to Tigers Center. led the scoring with
stem the Tide of the Hazel High 17 points.
The lineups:
Lions in the opening game of the
Faxon 13
tournament Tuesday night. For al- Murray H. 72 Pos.
F
0. Colson 2
most three quarters the Warriors -Covington 7
F
••• Clark
had Coach Buford Hurt's five on Ward 2
Lawrence 3
the ropes, however., the fast pace - Saunders 17 'C
Nanney
G
and the "tallness" of the Hazel Shroai 4
G
Ckanay
lads made the difference and the -Itussell 10 .
Subs: Murray High---J. Alesana
Hurt men came Off the flow with
der. Johnson 3, Farris 10, Turgeri
a -45-39 victory.
The first quarter was all Almo son 9, Thurman 10. Faxon--R.
1.
and was ahead 10-2. The half Colson 2, Lovett, Thompson
found Alrno's lead narrowed to Willoughby 5.

Dr.- Charles A. Stoneburg of 419-; made a member of Phi Mu Alpha.
chester, N.
now of Murray a musical fraternity for the adState College and, who is taking , vancenaart, of music in America.
Dr. Walter Blackburri's place has- He was a Member cif the Westbeen 'appointed IQ the faculty at minister Choir of the Presbyterian,
the American University, Wash-, Church.- He was also - a member
ington, D. Q. wher-eteach ; of the Madrigal Club.
Physiological, Organic and .Quan- . Dr. Stoneburg has endeared himtitative Chemistry, starting Jan- ,-self ti.; both ,the facultS, and stuuary 29. 1945.
4.slentolikturray_State College and
'The annaal 1.011r-slag _Farm.
While at Murray-Dr. Stoneburg mang„,Wends of ,Murray all of
Home Conference held at the University of Kentucky, Lexington, had been active in affairs outside wht;m he leaves with many re-.
will begin Tuesday, January 30e the science department. He wit: ,gr“s,a,
Women from Cliloway county who
plan td accompany Miss Rachel
Rowland,
demonstration
home
agent to the meeting are as follows:
Mrs. James Overby, county vice44
4
president; Mrs. Joel
Crawford,
-J. Lydia- 'Donaldson -Garr-41ton, i during intervals between meetimts
Mrs Joka. Myers, -Lynn -.Govet
Mrs. D. J. Miller, Penny; Mrs. yesterday named 10 persons who of said- state committre:"
Maynard Ragsdale, Mrsallebart ElThe, firat, meeting of the board
will be associated with him on the
liott, Pottertown; and Mrs. Fred
board of directors or the Demo- will be called by Mr. SionallisCal
Hale, East Side Ctub.
cratic State - Central
Executive on _February 8- at the Kentucky
The speakers Tuesday will be Committee of which he is chairHotel.
At art time the new
.Miss Myrtle Weldon of Kentucky; man.
Among them
was Mrs.
Dr. 0. B. Jesness, University or George Hart, editor of the Ledger board is expected..p...
cusi apMinnesota; Dr. Horace' Hamilton, and Times, who will represent the pointment of directors of three diNorth Carolina State College.
First District.
visions created in_the resolution —
The speakers Wednesday will be
The
committee
"direct"publicity, finance and organization.
Dr. H. L. Donovan, 'president of sepervir and administer .for and I Harry Lee .Waterfield's name has
the UniVersity; Morse Salisbury, on behalf of the state committee bcen among those who are being
United Nations Relief and Re- all of the affairs and activities of :suggested
for a place on probably
halartitatien-Administration; Thorn-" the Democratic p-Irty in Kentucky the organization division.
as Bailey, Governor of Mississippi;
„and Rabbi Joseph Rauch, Louis- ,V,4410ZOZOWIZOMMOV/IXOZVZ&ZOW/4441.9ZOZOZW0A0ZOZOW/4949Z6V.44414449:40:40:40WAVOZOM4.
ville.

Four-Day Session
At Lexington to
Begin-January 30

Democratic Directors Named by Donaldson;..
Mrs Geo. Hart Represents First Distriet

19-18. The third
quarter found
Hazel pulling up even and the:)
go into the lead by a 33-25 count.
"CONGRATULATIONS, GEORGE,ON YOUR THREE" On Thursday those on the proThe fourth quarter saw both teams
(Continued from Page ii
gram will be Dr. T. 0. Hall, VeterYEARS WITH TUE RATION BOARD I CAN SEE
fighting hard
and the Warrio^s
ans Administration, - Lexington; Dr
fought
/AUVA////d7444fOr
brilliantly, however, their lands on Peleliu, but is wiped but.
* 24 — PHONES
THAT YOU STILL PLAY NO FAVORITES"
Rosalcio, University_ of Illinois;
• • •
—
chance at victory faded when Burand. Dr, Charles Welch, Louisville.
keen and Emerson left the ball
In China Japanese launch -conNorthern Irish Potatoei—
The „Annual meeting of the Ketk,_
verging attacks from )Hunan
Reds. 5 pounds
2.5c game on personals.
Federation
of
Hogueif what you are entitled to is much tuCky
100 pounds
$42.5
Outstanding for ,Almo were Em- Kwantung Provinces to cloae themakers will be held on Friday
,••
nearer 3.50 a zrmnth".
Fancy Yellow Sweet Poiatoesi—
erson with 11 points, Ernstberger Chinese-held portion of the Canwith Mrs. Ralph Scarce. ShelbyPound
3 1-24 with 8 and McCuiston with ll. ton Hankow rail fine.
Mrs. A. gasped. It sounded like
ville, .president, presiding.
The
• • •
Bushel
12.50 For Hazel's last half rally Grogan.
_
.
Mr.:A ratal his wile had 'never a fortune to her. In the new hdpe
Large Evaporated Prunes, ttr._ 20c Key and Foster were the lime.
January 21—U. S. Shrth- Army rent along_ well. Their tastes were that rose irt her heart, her bitter- Juncheon speaker will be Mrs.
Cissy Gregg of the Courier-Journal.
Evaporated Peaches. lb.
40e lighters.
ness against the selfish brother-inGrattan was highpoint troops_2ptured the big -communi- too different He liked quiet an
Fancy Evaporated Apricots
her way
man of the game with 13 markers. cations center of Tarlac and struek nrriffy lit,' and children, whores's law 'faded. She saw
Dyne Table Sugar,—no stamps,
on beyond' II at within 58 miles Mrs. A. liked- the bright lights and now. Fifty dollars a .moniti was
The lineups:
2 pounds
25c Hare&-40--- .
night life. She on began to take Lobig start, and she was sure now
-P0..
Aline 39 of Manila.
Staley's White Syrup, half gal. 40c Foster 9
her pleasures outside' her home. she would be :Ade to carw fur the.
• • •
Golden Sweet Syrtfp, half gal. 29c Key 12
The Red Army invaded the main and finally, just six weeks r afI:2.:- children. 'They would 'live, play,
B
ru
ur
biteen
bs 7
Log ('shin Syrup, 22-os. bottle 28e Ray 4
C
Emerson 11 body of Germany in strength to- their third child was born, deserted grow up together as their falhe:
- 1 1-2 pound bottle Staley's
. her husband and childrens'-and was had wanted.
G
Miller 2
Ernstberger 3 day, sweeping 19 miles insideinclus
.
Begining Tuesday. January 30,
Waffle Syrup •
17c Grogan 13
•
McCuiston 11 trial Silesia on a 513-mile frail and neither seen nor heard of more. 'Today the little family is still
the Lynn Grove School Shop will
Half gallon honey- flae•red
capturing the German military
Mrs. A. receives not
At first Mr. A. believed his wife together.
be open ta_persoias wishing .to
Syrup
•
shrine of Tannenberg. Troops only would come back, but:after a time
butla57.18.1 month in survivpair their farm machinery or conFlour, 25 lbs. Freehurg's
195 miles from Berlin. .Nazis re- he gave' up hope.
ors -insurance. This, plus 130 a
Housekeeper
struct such equipment. This work
Best •
81.15
treating.
after housekeeper took over the month which Mrs. A. gets from a may be done three days per week:'
25 lbs. Lynn -trove's Best . _ $1.15
• . • S.
building she owns and is able to
children.
'got
They
house
and25 lbs. Star Best
Tuesday. Wednesday, and Thurs81.25
U. S. Sixth Army troops. .have along, but no more. Somehow rent, plus the 'income she receives
25 lbs. Guaranteed Flour
day beginning at 2:00 o'clock each
- 95€
If you've neVer pampered your car before, this
captured TarlIc, and are now in none of them gave the children from a grown daughter for board
toffee. Folger's Fancy.
anent( on.
is the time to do it . . . so it will survive the war
58 miles of Manila.
and room, is' enough. Thanks to
affection
and
understanding
the
2-pound jar
75e
"As labor, and machinery re,months ahead until you can replace it with a bet• • •
insurance the
family
that children need. When at last survivors
'1
Canova Coffee. 3-pound
pair parts are scarce, we wish to
ter one.
continues
-normal
despite
Sae-loss
f. Third Army and
First Army •one did, Mr. A. made up his mind
wide mouth jar
-help you get , your. tools in good
drive Germans back. Third Army huickly; he secured a divorce from of the wage 'tamer.
3 pounds 7-Day Sweet Santos 61e
condition while you have spare
gains five miles; First Army in his missing wife and married the
The Social Security Board field
Sweet Peaberry, bulk, lb. __ 15e
time," officials of the school said.
three miles of St. Vith.
kindly housekeeper.
office which- seiwes this area is loNice Turnips. 4 lbs.
tIc
"Siring your tools now and let
• • •
ted in Room 320, Post °Moe
Fancy New Cabbage.
The happinesa wit the household
us know what you are in need of
1 lbs. Blackeyed Peas
25€
January 2k.
was sheet-lived-- Seven • Months Building. Paducah, Ky. Mr. Rucker
• VMTA BATTERIES
the manager, points out that infor- so we may get essential equipment
'Yellow Apples, Grinsets Golden,
The Senate is in revolt over the after the marriage Mr, A. died.
and have it ready for you." repre• AMERICAN BRAKE BL()K
good cookers, not so fancy,
was
to mation and service at this office
The vridow's sole thnught
,ppointment of Henry Wallace to
sentatives of the school said.
peck
411e
• AMERLCAN BRAKE LINING
keep the family together, to. keen are free to the public. Thrkigh
-ecretary of commerce place.
Gust -Neal will be in charge of
Red Whipsaw., lb.
•
•
•
lee a ne
the Children with her: But how this story relates to a family in
MAC'S AUTO POLISH
•
the shop and will- be- glad to assist
Extra fancy Waahiegton Red
Americanyhave pu.shed to. within was .she going to do Jr Mr. A. -need, Mr. Rucker explaires that the in any way he
• PURITAN BRAKg FLUID
can.
•
payment
of
benefits
under
this
V•1'as-. Delicious. 2 lbs. _ Tie
had left an insurance policy of
miles of Manila.
Evaporated Apples. lb.
•
•
Ida
$6,500, but after his first wife de- program does not depend on need
Lt. Col. Joe T. Lovett. execubut
on
meeting the requirements
Paper Shell Pecans. lb.
ille
Reds smash through Germany's serted him. he . had "named his
tive director of Midsouth' Chain
Almonds, lb.
territory0 and are 137 mile; from brotbcr as the beneficiary in the for entitlement set forth in the
Stores, has . returned
from the
P & G White Napalm Slap,
event of his death. There had been Act.
Berlin.
Kentucky Press Association, and a
4 JP •
an
._understanding_
that
th_e rnim.10-Y
I
.
Across from Postoffice
Phone 16
eisi.t_in_ Columbus. 0. where Mrh.4
Gayle Fairy Sanitary Soap.
First Army fights into St. Vith: was lobe spent for the benefit of
MARGARINE POINTS UP
Lovett is residing until spring. Two kinds unss rapped Laundry
AY/ •WW/////////
Flitter is reported as taking com- the Children. This however', was
________
Soav. choose 6 for
15€
mand over Germans.
not in writing, and the brother had
MIMOMISIVAMIGCM///
,
—WASHINGTON. Jan. 24--The
• • a
G boxes ,Matches
tse
decided to retain the money. -red point cost of margarine is goG boxes Searchlight Matches _
Janery 24
have
to
"You'll
put the children
ing up from 2 to 3 points a pound,
113
20-lb. tub of Lard
Russians reach Oder defense .in an orphanage," said a neighbeginning Sulfday, and previous3 lbs. Snowdrift
72c
line and are within 22 miles of biar.
ly point-free flat pork cuts will
Built Lard. lb.
- 17 1-2e
Baltic port of Elbing. Germany's
"You'll have to let them go to
require a point a pound.
Oleo-aSweet Sixteen. lb.
_
lIg I
largest prison camp for American relatives, one•herersona there," said
Blue Bonnet Numaid, lb.
27c I
army officers lies in this pathway. another,
• '
it points on tart sad oleo)
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS
U. S. First 'Army captures St.
But to all such remarks Mrs. A.
Laying Mash. MO lbw'
$3.40'
Vith. last German strong/meld in made the same determined ansStaley.. 100 lb,.
111.45 ,
collapsed Belgian salient. French were: "Never". To forestall trouThe home belonging to Rufus
Good Mutton, Beet. Pork. ,
First Army launChes new offen- ble, she had herself appointed the tbaddyi Atkins has been sold Oa
Lunch Meits
sive; British Second Army in north children's regal guardian.
B. K. Trevathan,
-Want to BUY New Cured Baron.
carves' out more , gains above
The 80-acre farm near Penny
It Was a heavy blow to Mrs. A.
ss bite or snioked..,
Aachen.
not- to be able to get. the insur- 'belonging to John J. Hanes was
• • •
ince iiaiiney foc the fatherless sold to Jess Gibbs
U. S. Forces
captirre Camp children. She remembered, howO'Donnell, and are 50 miles from ever. that her husband had had
•
Mania
ER
EzA
S
M
EEI
social security card,. and armed
with this she .went pp to the SoGraduate Veterinarian
MrS. Harry Douglas and
Mrs. da' Security Board field office•
605 Olive Street
Jimmy Boyd spent the week-end She didn't expect to get much.
The
in Memphis, Tenn.
Telephone 560
sum of '615 a month had soma CO.
how got connected in her mind
Please call for same at your earliest convenience
with social security and her high• HEADQUARTERS FOR
as we are likely to have to vacate the house.
PONTIAC
est hopes were -set on some sucn
Standard Parts for All Cars!
Telephone 336-J
sum.
Box 512
Murray, Ky.
"Mei. A." the field office „manSALES & SERVICE
South Third Street
Telephone 150
W. F. Miller
B. L. Ray
ager said/ to her when she. bad
R. E. KELLEY, Owner
PRYOR MOTOR CO. 1
„I concluded her story, "I have
Telephone 16
_
103 East Main
Phone 21
notion where you got the idea of '
/ ///
///
/////
rM•rrIM....Mr.c1Mbrrar
/
Si
////
//
/
N. CONCORD 40, L. GROVE 36
In the final game of the first

Cr

WAR

Read the Ledger & Times Classified Ads

Swdnn's Grocery
25 .

_

.HAFTENs_______111.3.....1..MOnDie•_IL'EVERY DA-Y"

Lynn Grove School
Maehinery Repair
Shop to Open Jan.30

r

"DOC ... DO YOU THINK MY BABY
WILL GET WELL?"

Want to List
Some

NICE
HOMES

NOW'S THE TIME...
Here's the place to get accessories -for
that car of yours

for immediate sale
here in Murray
With all modern
conveniences

Murray Auto Parts

•

• !so need some

FARMS

••

For immediate
delivery
•

••••

KELLEY'S CHICKS

...ARE PROFITABLE CHICKS FOR YOU!

See
A. L. RHODES

Book your order now and avoid
disappointment

es

ATTENTION
We have LE
FASIRP
'
SEED
at J. T. Taylor Seed

•

Dr. J. J. Dorman

Murray Hatchery

J. T. TaxIor Seed and Implement Co.

G-4tC Trucks

Murray Auto Parts

1
.

MANArlAit,
‘
\
N PkW

W

FILL YOUR LOCKERS
WITH MEATS
FOR THE COMING SEASONS
We invite you to freeze pork, fresh
sausage, tenderloin, ribs, shoulder
Sliced for fresh pork roast; tender ham
steaks.

frfrw„,„rfiwle irrti •
SAVE MOND

TRY OUR CUSTOM CURING/811=H

SEE OUR

CUSTOM CURING
DEPARTMENT
The meat not only is tasty and delicious, BUT it's -economical, too. -Yr5tr
Make your hogs reaily for butchering
and leave the rest to us. Saves time,
saves steps, saves money.

HARRY MILLER, FROZEN FOODS

NORTH THIRD STREET

TELEPHONE 43
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Blue Cross Hospitalization

Buchanan Nero_

HAZEL NEWS

.
Continued from Paeas___
_nf whir_h George S. -Hart ii •Ati. FtaY1T1,91.:;.; Clayton and chilend Mrs.
-- Hurt of
the pakent. gully recovered, re- chairman.
dran atit Hazel visited--Mn.
Dettoit are in the county. Mrs.
turned to his home praising tbe s 'More than 3.000 hospitals
in the Cleytori and children and Mr anti Hurt is a patient in the Mason hos.i.
'
efficiency of the Blue Cross plan nation - now guarantee the quality Mrs- .Chartes
"arm' this week. pital.
That is one of the many adeant--1 and fulfillment of ttii services callMiss' Catherine Sanders spent a
Miss 1-aurene Curd and lidiss
agent= features of-ttet Bine Crossed for in Blue Cross -contract
s. few days. this week with Mr. and Virginia Miller left. Sunday for
plan offered in Murray through They include: 'Hospitalization for
Mrs. Herbert Alton and son.
'Memphis where they have work.
the Community Hospital Service. each enrolled Member and
those
A baby son was born - to Mr. and
Mr.. end Mrs. Willie Milstead
The Stine Cross- memberships card --In his fanidy he,Wishseaoto cover Mrs Haire!
Ray, Saturday.
had as their Sunday dinner guests
is accepted in any hospitaJ which- by the plan for 21 dist. In addiMr. and Nirs. Wilburn Clayton Mr. Milstead'
s parents Mr. and
is affiliated with the plan, and tion. 25' per cent of the • services and children
were Saturday night Mrs. Bert Milstead
of the Pleasmost of them are'
are provided on - stays over 21 days CO-tears of Mr. and Mrs. E
D. Ant Grove community.
..
• _
!ia_clup to190 days continuous hosa Winchester and family of the
'Just - what 'is this Blue Cross ,
LoMrs. R. R. Hicks was tn Murray
After the first-Year. cust Grove neighborhood.
plan. which has been deseribed as pitalization
the .".fastest grisaang ' movement in _each Peron is entitled to 31 days
Kr. and Mrs. 1.„. Garner spent Sunday afternoon to visit relaAsntta' -211 is -a very sim
e sere ear has-not been Stmerky with aft.ikei Mrs. Nalot tives at the Mason hospital.
organization. sponsored by leading uSed in the •preceding year.
Miss 'Ethel Bucy is guest in the
Clayton.
hospitals and endorsed by the
Mate soy care up to 10 days is
Mr and Mrs. Rupert Saunders home of her sister-in-law Mrs.
medical profession. It is the best available to the, wife of a mem- and .daughter spent Sunday with Lottie HoCiper Bucy.
'
Mr and Mrs.- Luther Page left
aPPrOach that has been_ suede • tips -aeter_ she -has.--heen-evirollett-Mr. and Mrs. -Herbert Alton and
the solution
Monday morning for Clarksville.
( of the hospitalization , ciaritinuously for 12 months' on a sewl•
problem without feere-rrl regimen- . family membership.
Mr. _ and Mrs. Herbert Lamb Tenn., to visit their dadrnter. MrsWhen the
tatiork. .
Blue Ctoes plan was first inaug- visited Mr and' Mrs Dennis Lamb Bill pIlliner and, Mr Plumer
Rev. and Mrs. H.
Paschall.Approximate ly
I6O00o0 em. urated. maternity care was avail- and son and Mr and Mrs Harrel
--Pleeed--l'perrons •arel ri.eir farnilirs able-at ettee:-Itttt it was "Ebeot'es' Ray -and-- chitdren Sunday night. 'Miss Essie Bailey slid H. 1. Neely
spent Monday in Nashville, Tenn.
- €'d that this was attracting Men
art new protected by the Fmk
-"Brownie"
James Wilcox, navy, is visiting
Creel plan in the United States about to become fathers in such
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Jim Wiland Canada--and a rapidly in., number .that the actuarial pound.
cox and family.
creasing percentage' of emplosezs ness of the _plan was threatened;
A. H. McLeod and Bill Hurt of
pay all or part of the cost. , It Sal -4hat also is -the reason individual
Pvt. Grover Deering is in a hos- Oak Ridge. Tenn, visited their
available only „through groups of members cannot pain. and ,why
farilies the past week-end.
individdals, such as employees of:i. membership must. be acquieed pital somewhere in France.
Mrs. Glynn Orr of Jones Mill is
Mrs. Marshall Provine ot Pura factory. of • a store, a bank.' OK.Tilirough a gtoup alr4wdy formed
year. was the guest of her daughmembers of an orgasitzatiqn-w,ho primarily for some other purMrs. Lennie Jones of Jone
mrLryl ter Mrs. Finis Weatherford, Sunusually pay their share of the .cost. Pose. . At first. Zndiyiduals and
is visiting her daughter.
_ if the employer does---noiiiiike -ere •Peet*RY . formed
grntlVs were
- trigging of Sedalia
Jnn
Paris. Tenn.. was
of all of. cc. strotmh aparrell eli- celne4, but .thla
.Proved .411-a"-lar - lifr and Mt Cooper
Jones visit. the Week -end
guest of -relatives
ducticon systerft .. '
.
1 striae such memberships usually ; --.
and friends here..
slieoatue Cross is a -cooperati ve'ineluded a high
i s'si het
„
pikentage of , Sunday aged-father Willie Edwards
Mrs. Mary Sue Junes of Memplan %%Inch operates on a hei
. •
-n-prof- Milts who weie ill. expecting 10
i
.
.Ntr
and
Mrs. Rudolph Key and phis. Tenn.. Vas guest of her aunt.
'it arrangement
In Kentucky It I be AL or perhaps hoping they
i dioghter Dortha visited Mr. and Mrs. b N. White and Mr. White.
. Stanctions through the Community,tewould be. i
_
__
1
Mrs.
• Terry
Morris and family last week.
Hospital Service. Inc.. which was - The,
soundness and low cost
ough
ofiSunday
been
Miller who has been, sick
-- ineOrporated by' a group qt. leall
the Blue Ciatai ptali-rests on the
James Douglas of Jories Min has for the past few cnonihs, is slow--11
41'
citizen§ .of_ the_dhate 4...a_fiub-,1-fact '-- That
it
•
ypei
ate-a
—th
r
----Sick for the pest two weekr. ly - improving.
'• "Tic service. 'Both of Murray's hati groups of ,irTdiViduala whit era ;
_
Mrs. W.'S'. Grubbs. Mrs. 0. B.
• pitals are _ members of - the plan,. Valid'
to pay tor .protection In t Phenothia
zine ,has been used by Turnbow. Miss' Maud Cochran,
and it will operate under the guid- the
ever.i._the0---do—requare- tros-imppelartritstelY. th
-ree-foilrths ofl.be MRS Maud Walker, Ittf;s Eva Perairwe Or a l-cal
-advitiory cornmo•-, ptslizatiort
.
,
:
sheepreer. in Spencer county
ry and Mrs Sallie St. John were
dinner guests of Mrs. LOIN Waterfield. Friday. at the Collegiate Inn
Mrs. Hazel Jenkins, Mrs. 0 B
Turribow. Mrs. John Morgan • and
Miss Sabine James visie.d in Parts,
Friday. •
Mr. and' Mrs Paul Dailey were
:n. Memphis_*4:
Pat Ladle. -of Paducah.. via a
Hazel visitor Mdeiday.
Miss Edith Paschall
who is
working in Memphis. Tenn. will be
oorne • wectnrsdiy
-Sr few days'
isit with her parents. Mr and
. Mrs -Toy--Paschatl.
Ed Mnier was carried to Paris
Tenn. Monday to the Noble Hap
:
fatal for treatment.
H H. Gargus is.. confined
at
'is home- with flu •
Mts. Artie Janes is confinedto
her room with illness.
Mr and Mrs pitman Taylor
of
Puryear were here Monday,

•

Bad Road News

OMI/POPRIWO

Hanel Elapttat Chureti
Eatertakdr.
Wain Of Stood River %%Mt
.
The quaiterl meeting
program
.4 the Blond River
WMI.7 met
Thursday January 13. at
Hazel
,,nd held its first
quarterly meet.rog-for 1943 with about 70
present.
• The progrm
a
theme Was 'Came
WoMPri
Proelaims." aath
the superintendent,
Mrs,. .E
M.
' Skinner of Benton
in 'charge of
the program.

—Keep your car clan
. Quick and efficient washing service.
•

•

•

4

1/ POLISHING

—Your car should be polished
regularly.
See us for your next job.

'AK

1945

Firestone Home
and Auto Supplies
PARRISH, GIBSON & BARNETT,
Owners
VAN BARNETT, Manager

I

GREASING
SERVICE
•

Main Street Motor Sales

LOWRY PARKER

FM= 2IMI

TALMON WINCHESTER

:MMINIMS:

Next Door to
Bank of Murray

EXTRA VALUE
MERCHANDISE

COMPLETELlNE

I Aissiammira.

Telephone 135

GLASS
COVEN-WARE

EXTRA' VALUES FOR YOUR CAR!
- I For Smooth, Quick
Stronger, Safer 1
POLONIUM
Than Ever Before!
'Fires
Starts

Cook in it ...
Sorer In it
Store in it

Now

Vile

tone

Spark Plugs.

FACTORY METHOD

RECAPPING

Itei.uxe thaineios
America's Quality Tire!
Built with new, improved
Bafti-Lock cord 14 cr,
stronger thin ever before.
Heavier cushioning and
extra tread plies.

TO RECAP
SMOO.T111 TIRES NOW!
Car osiners who do rot heed
this 07'A warning run the
risk of uot getting new
tares.
DON'T DELAY .. •
.. . RECAP

16.05
-• _

PEA Ration
C•rtilicisfe Needed

• e:.•r•

CASSIEIR41/1-1Di 10e h.
_ For individual service.
Famous Fire King make,
Two-ye.,ar guarantee.

Give a hot spark
for quicker cold
weather starting

PIE PLATES I5e re.
Beautifully etched'. Nineinch awe. Two-year FireKing guarantee.

Smooth, Sotin Finish
FIRESTON E
ROME INSULATION
/
2
371

PHA
TEEMS

Orer 60,000 Delaseriont

Work Socks

Webster's
Dictionary

15e

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
- ;Saimaa' C. McKee, Pastor

—We strive to please every
customer.
Drive into our station regularly.
•

East Side Square

yi„noon.

jis

water-repellerl.,
Tire-resistant,
verminprocf. easy to install!
About 2C rolls required for the
average house.

•
—Greasing and lubrication serviciTaliven
• careful attention Wee
-;
_

OPEN
SATURDAY
JANUARY 27

•••

Complete Winter Protection!

WASHING

THURSDAY, JANUARY,. 25, 1945
_

Soft, longwearing, v^ry,
e-r-1-1 on the
feet. Known
for value.

9:45 a m Sunday Sth.
10-00 am-- • College-Na
'Class.
Miss Ella Weihing. teacher
11:00. a.m. Morning Worship
Service. Young People's Day:service will be‘
„a
spreared bv.
the young people of the
churth
and congregation. "The
West.minister Choir will sing
2:30 pm. Monthy Meeting
of ti Session.
2.30 p m Junior High
Fellowship_
Mrs' F.• D Mellen, sponsor.
,
, 4:3) pm Senior High
Fethiwstlin
LSO p rra'Preatifilii•We_
Fellossanist
Stippia; in the manse. Ds.
•
tinnal. Betty Pogue.
-Dise-.
-,ion: "Heaven aril
the pastor
• WEDNESDAY 8700.
pM. .M;deek Prater Meeting.
se

IC01101111y Seeks

1 SC

\\\\ /41
/1

Complete,
up to- data
and au•
thoritative.
Concise.
illustrat
ed.
Well
Lastly understood.

KITCHEN
STEP STOOL

Service
for Siz •

3.95

A handsome set for any
table' Beautiful leaf and
flower design in rich
magenta. Includes vegetable dish and platter.

Just pull up the slat-. . .
and step up' Handmist stool
you ever corned' Hardwood,
white enameled.

Car riesee-Up
SPECIAL!

$4.98

KEEP
yOUR
MOTOR
OIL
CLEAN!

• Cleaner and PoRh
• Polishing Wax
Polishing
• Chemical
Cloth

•

011, FILTER
CA 11T111DUES

Glass Double
Holler
Reg. 2.69 ,
2.19
Heat resistant glass
. . .

89 up

They'll prolong the life of
your car. Fit most filters.

guaranteed against heat

"IT'S JUNE IN JANUARY"
RADIO TUBES
Work Pants and Shirts
Bicycle Tires and Tubes
• Hardware
• Light Bulbs

Because after a meal at the BLUE BIRD CAFE
you'll feel like singing like the
BLUE BIRD
Of curse you know, hut we want to say it again,
YOU'RE ALWAYS WELCOME

TEA 4- --lto
POTS 1.19
choice of scv;:rsi
'styles and color,.

Wall-Tone

At ---

and Free Tray

_Blue- Bird Cafe:
Albert Crider

t

1,-"T •

1-11e Home of Kentucky Ham'
r
e

20
44 Gel
Irtbies in One How
Most Svriores
• Covers Coot
with One
fosily
• Wosiset
Stacie Colors
•fight
gallon perehase
With eeerYbe Oren a free
Wail°
yqii will
bold the painton.
' tray to
brush it
you tell or
Ers. 2.7'

Leon Crider

r*StOne
111;411-Lined
Brake Shoes
Exchange your old brake
Shoes for Firestone factoryfitted, Redi-Lined shoes
equipped with highest quality Firestozie fkafety Mork
Lining.
•
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WRENCHES
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rriced according to ate.
All steel. Designed to'.,Air
Corps reecificattons.
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Marriage of Miss Burks and
Lt. Starks Is .4nuounced

•

•

C. OF C. MEETS WITH se.
.LOCHIE FAY HART

PAGE FIVE

Thurmondl•ifItchell Candtelight Ceremony

ing airways system will not be I FIRST NEWS FROM SW?. RALPH
fully apparent until after the war McCUISTON IN 37 DAYS
Tall/cathedral
tapers burning in ceiving with .the hosts and the
•
is won,
-When the "Hump" and
The Lee Farmer Group, Chilbranched'
against a bride and groom were the groom's CPL, C. G. ROWLETT, FIRST
. candelabra
According to letters this week to
ICD's other routes take their places
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Burks an- shoulder corsage of Talisman loses. dren of the Confederacy, met MonLOCAL
NEGRO
RECEIVE
TO
ekground of ferns and white, parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Mitamong all Alt's 'routes, airways his wife, Mrs. McCuise al. Pvt.
the home o
nounce the
marriage
of their Her attendant wore a two piece dny afternoon -sat
AERIAL
GUNNER'S
WINGS
gladioli placed at the altar uf the chell. Sr. and Miss Margaret BuckRalph McCuieton is safe and *ell.
of peace, pioneered in war,
daughter,
Miss
Dorpthy- Jean navy suit with .matching accesses. -Lochie Fay Flare Zetta Ann Yates, First Baptist church formed. the ingham.
This was the _first news from him
Charles G. Rowlett, son of Mr.
. Burks, to Louis G. Starks, 1st. ries and a corsage of pink carna- vice-president, presided over-' the /setting for the, marriage
,of 'Miss
in 37 days.
The. bride's table was covered and Mrs. Emanuel sRowlett, 301 FLOYD GRIFFIN, S 2-c, WILL
business session.
The following
Lt. U.S. - Army Air Corps, on of tions.
Euva Nell Thurmond, daughter of with a lace cloth
Pvt. McCuiston, well-known in
and
North
held
a
Second
cenofficers
Street,
were
Murray,
elected:
reZetta
ARRIVE
Ann
THIS
Mr. and Mrs. II G. Starks of MurWEEK-END
Li Starks and his bride left imMr. and Mrs. Rudolph Thurmond, terpite'7, of
Murray, is with 101st Airborne
white- narcissi in a ceived his silver aerial gunner's
ray. ,The double ring ceremony mediately following the ceremony Yates, President, apd Betty .1
and Philip Dixon Mitchell, U. S. crystal bowl flanking
Floyd Griffin: S 2-c, is expected troops in the European Theatre.
which were wings 'and was promoted to the
was solemnized by the Rev. Har- for HObbs, New Mexico where he Williams vice-presedente
Navy, son of Mr. and Mrs. G. L. White
tapers in crystal candelabra. grade of corporal when he com- to arrive this week to spend a 30- He is the son of Bob McCuistun.
old Watson, minister of the Church has been assigned as instructor in
The meeting opened with prayer Mitchell, Sr. of Memphis , The
'day leave with his, wife, the former
of Christ, at his home on Sunday the Army Air Corps.
by Edward clierbey. A report on Rev. B. B. Sawyer read the double The tiered wedding . cake was top- pleted the flexible gtinnerY course
ped with a miniature sailor groom for radio men' at the Yuma Army Miss Isabelle Gilbert, and little
afternoon. January 21, at two
PVT. CARTER BAILEY- Both the bride and groom are the war record of Sgt. Garnett ring ceremony-on Thursday evenand his. bride.
Mrs. Ray Buck- Air Field -recently. Prior to his daughter Suzanne.
o'clock
IN ENGLAND HOSPITA14
graduates of Murray High School Hood Jenes was given by Betty Jo ing, January 18, at six o'clock in
ingham
and
MissMyra
training
Bagwell
'Seaman'
in
flexible
Griffin entered service
gunnev. Col.
The only attendants'were Mrs. and attended Murray State Col- Willierns.
A poem, "The Rebel the presence et eelatives and close
-presided at the tee table.
Pvt. Carter Bailey who is still
Rowlett graduated from the Bedio last April- and has been on sea
Roy Starks. and Pvt. Joe Ed Starks lege. Lt. Starks received
his Yell," was redd by Zetta Ann friends of the twoefamilies.
Later
in
the
evening
Me and Operators and Mechanics School, duty since September serving in in a hospital in England was able
of Fort Benning, Ga. who attend- Denning at , Altus. Okla., Enid,. Yates. and the experiences of Pvt.
, Mrs. Barber McElrath, organist, Mrs. Mitchell left for a short wed- Soon Field, Ill.
the Mediterranean area. He has to attend church on Sunday, Janed his brother as best man.
Okla• and Silnix Falls, S. Dakote. John Markham were._ told. by Edpresented a program of nuptial ding trip, following which they
Cpl.
Rowlett
been to North Africa, Italy,, and. uary 14, just a few steps from the
is
a
graduate
of
The bride'chose for her wedding He returned to the States last No- ward Overbey.
Harold
Tolley music which
included the tradi- returned to Murray for a few days Douglas High School, Murray, and Sicily since leaving the States.
hospital.
a frock ut, canary yellow wool vember after cortialeting-34 sues told the story of the U.S. flag
tional wedding marches.
I
before going to Memphis err a Alcorn, A. dc -M. College, Alcorn,
.
with
found in .SaiDan, adosieel
black accessoristUC,and a. • sessful mIssionssuve_re_
GerMan,y
Miss Margaret BdtkIngleim was etSit With- ibe groom's parents. Miss. He is a graduate of
CPL.-JACK- -MCCALL VISITS
the DAVID HOLTON McCONNELL
were given by Jeanette Huie,
m,'bers
the bride's only attendant. The Mr. Mitchell will report to Great first class of colored gunners
GRANDMOTHER HERE
from HAS SCARLET - FEVER
Claudie Ann Farmer, Betty Jo
MRS. WOLFSON, IS
HOME DEPARTMENT MEETS
groom was attended by his broth- Lakes on February 1, and Mrs. Yuma Army Air Field.
Williams, Piggy Turner, Edward
B. AND P. W. SPEAKER
THURSDAY AFTERNOON
David
Holton McConnell, son of
er. G. L. _Mitchell. Jr. as best man. Mitchell will remain with her
Mrs. A. G. McCall of Franklin,
Overbey, Haegki Tolley, Ann CurMrs. Hate_ Laura McConnell" of T,enn., accompanied by her son..
The bride, given in marriage by parents for the present.
Mrs. As M. Wolfson was the I The January meeting of the er. Mary Frances Brilliants. The
WITH QUARTER MASTERS
Olive street. who is with the'navy Cpl. Jack McCall. are guests of
her - father, was attired in a two
Mrs. Mitchell is a graduate of DIVISION
guest speaker at the meeting of I Home DePartment of the Murray program closed with the singing it
IN ENGLAND
stationed in Farragut, Idaho', has Mrs. B. G. Humphreys. of South
piece frock. of white wool with Murray High School and attended
the
Business and
Professional Womao's Club
was held
'slat "Dixie" by the group.
been hospitalized since January 12 Fourth Street.
black accessories. Pinned to her Murray State • Colleege. Mr. MitWomen's Club which was held on Thuyiday afternoon at the club
Dainty refreshments were served shoulder was a corsage or or- chell graduated
with scarlet :ever.
Mrs. McCall, the former
Miss
from Tech High
Thursday
evening,
*Ise.
January
Mrs.
0.
18,
it
C.
Wells,
chairby the hostess..
6
Holton's many friends here wish Ruth Humphreys, is well kroWn
chids.
Miss Buckingham's frock School in Memphis before entering
Collegiate
Ipri. Mrs.
Wolfson's," Man, presided over thy! business
The group decided on the first was of white wool with black ac- the navy.
,for him a speedy and complete re- here where she grew up and later
He received a part ofe
topic was •"Internelional Relatives:1" cession.. The bond chairman re- Tuesday of
every month for their cessories, and her corsage was of his navy, training at Murray
covery. His address while a Pa- eipereted a business.
State!
as based on her recent trip to ported that members of the Hume meetings. and
• the next meeting pink camellias.
tient in the hospital is: H. A. 2-e
Her eon, Cpl. Jack McCall, is •
College.
Mexico. She had many interesting Department had perchased $1906.25 will be. held
on February 6 with
David Holton. McConnell, 635.-50-53, just home from three years overBoth Mrs. Thurmond, mother of
Out-of-town guests for the wedarticles brought from that coun- worth of bonds during November Peggy Turner.
Class 27-45; Hospital Corp School, seaS service. Cpl. McCall with the
the bride, and the gzoom's mother, ding include() Mr. and Mrs. G. L.
•
try to display to her listeners.
and December. - As a special proWard 1-14. U. S. Naval Hospital, Marines' has taken :part" in many
Mrs. Mitchell, were attired in black Mitchell, Sr. and daughters, Misses
A short business session con- ject of the department, the group FORMER
MURRAY RESIDENT,
Farragut, Idaho, and he -would South Pacific combats. He is home
frocks with matchirig accessories Carolyn and Rena Mitchell, Mr!.
ducted by the
president
Mrs. voted to redecorate the powder WEDS SENATOR'S SECRETARY and corsages
appreciate hearing from friends. for a 30-day leave and is spending
of-gardenias.
E. IL Teeent. Mrs. T. M. FerguMyrtle Well, preceded the pro- room.
part of his time in the hoine of his
Immediately following the cere- son, Mrs. C. W.- Temple. Harry
Friends in Murray will be iregram for the evening.
Mrs. Jon Ryan, program chairgrandmother.mony. a reception was given by the Dixon and
L. Mitchell, Jr., all
SGT. PRESTON BOGGESS
, Dinner was served in the priv- man, introduced. Mrs. Fred Gingles ferested to learn of the marriage
bride's parents at their...Warne Re- of Memphis.
WRITES FROM OVERSEAS
ate dining room. A color scheme who gave a most interesting dis- let Lt. (ag) William (Bill) BurkDairy farmers in Mason &Mein,
Sgt. Preston Boggess. tan --or S.
and white was carried euesion pe..neaking hooted rugs. halter and Miss Thelma Kanatzar
G. Boggess.- has written to hi,; report that the milk supply is
s
in the decorations; with a and . upholstering furniture. Mrs. of Covington. Ky., and - Washingfather that he is well and has above the =me period in airy prebenterpiece of small yellow chry- Gingles had oh-display a number ton. D C. The wedding took place
wen some of the home tows-boys. v
'
°/la year
,itanthemums. Hostesses were Miss of her own rugs in the various on Saturday afternoon, December
He is believed to be in Enamel.
Mary Lou Waggoner, Mn. Earl stages of construction, and ex- 30, at the Immanuel Baptist Church
is -a graduate of the. 'Trainis
Mr.'and Mrs. Charley Wallarne Ing children, - four boys and thfie
Littleton. and
Mrs.
Ronald plained to her listeners the pro- in Covington.
Sc.hool and was a good basketbee
Churchill.
The bride is secretary to Senator
cess eif dying materials and the
.celebrated their Golden - Wedding girls. The daughters are Mrs. Matt
player. Sgt. Boggess entered the
A:. B. "Happy" Chandler, junior anniversary December 16,1044, at Puckett, Paducah. Mrs. Melvin
blending of colors.
seevice from this couely _three
their home 10 mites east -.Of MurMRS T. S. HERRO.IsI
Lawrence, county. Mrs. Pete Jones.
Dainty'refreshments were- s.:vs senator from Kentucky.
yeirs ato:
Pvt. William M. Wilson
Lt. Burkhalter is the son of Ws. ray.
HOSTESS TO
. SOCIETY
Murray.
The boys are Equal.
ed by the hiestesses, Mrs. Shelby
D. A. Burkhalter. Sr.. and the late
The Woman's Society of-Chris- Madden, Mrs.
day
spent
The
was
quietly
with
Elisha
and
Alfred
Cr( umuloion
of the county
pr«mptly be011ie Barnett, Mrs.
Pvt. William M. Wilson, son of LEE WARREN FOX
tian Service met Wednesday _ev- Bryan Tolley, Mrs. James Dorman, Judge Burkhalter of McKenzie, members of the family. The chil- and Etsworth of Hazel.
cause it goes right to the seat of-tre
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Wilson of Mur- IN ENGLAND
trouble to help loosen and expel
Tenn. He formerly made his home dren spending the day were Mr.
ening at. 7:30 o'clock in the home Mie. W. J. Gibson and Mrs. Luther
Mr. and Mrs. Williams have re- ray. Route 5, is in England, acgerm laden phlegm, and aid nature
in Murray where he held a position end Mrs. Elisha Williams, Mr. and
of Mrs. 'T. S. THerron.
Mrs. Lee Warren Fox had a let- to soothe and heal raw, tender, inRobertson. Vistreirs included Mrs.
cording to letters received by his
with the TVA. He has recently re- Mrse Alfred Williams, Seaman sided in the same place for 35
' Miss Ann lierron was in charge Loren Adanis and
ter from , her husband Pvt. Fox, flamed bronchial mucous memMrs. Aderi of
parents.
turned from the South Pacific Pete Jones and Mrs. Jones and years. . Mrs. Williams was born
, of the program for the evseing
Monday stating that he had ar- branes. Tell your druggist to sell you
Mayfield . and Miss Jessie SherPsi. Wilson was inducted into
a bottle of Crecanulsion with
where he spent 29 month* as skip- sons. Billy and Max.
unMrs. Errata! Dick. Mrs. A. G. Chil- man of'Lynn Grove.
and reared in Tennessee'. but has
!vilely in England. Pvt. Fax sderstanding you must like thethe
rived
the army in July. 1942. He trainway it
per of a gunboat and is now at the
ders, and Mrs. Olga Freeman preMr. and Mrs. Williams live alone been in this county sinee she was
is a member of.. the Infantry and quickly allays the cough wou are
ed at Camp Swift, Tex., Ft. Sam
National Navy Medical Center at and are ,enjoying excellent
to have your money back.
settled the. destettonal.
health. married. Mr. Williams has lived
Others:
trained at Camp _Gordon.
BIBS. NOAH 'WILLIAMS'OPENS Bethesda.
Houston, Tee., and in California
Q..being on
They are the parents of seven liv- his' entire life in this counts'.
'
-theess- prograin were
fore going overr•eae- _lit „isiet•lee
• • •.• •
HOME TO PENNY CLUB.
and
Pennsylvania.
.
before
going
•lb
Mrs. Claude Artderson..Mrs. ID. N.
eon- Of NIF.--5hd Mrs Ira Pox
pert of embarkation.
for Coughs,Chest Colds, Bronchitis
MRS. GOODMAN IS
White, Miss Ann -Herron and Mrs.
The Penny Homemakers Club
in the main dining room and a deWith
Quarter
Masters
PARTY
Division
HOSTESS
R. L. Gass.
-met January 18 with Mrs. Noah
licious menu was served.
in England he writes he .4 'fine
. During the signing of.the pledges Williams, chairman.
Six memMrs. Sarn Goodman Was hostess
and doing alright..
Members present were Mrs. Fred
soft music was played by Mrs. R. bers and seven visitors were pres- at a supper party at her home on
Shultz. Mrs. F. E, Crawford.' Mrs.
Before induction e he. was emFriday, January 26
L. Gass with Miss Nerreirs reading ent. Miss &mined and Mrs. John Farmer Avenue last Friday even.
ployed in Defense Work in Detroit.
Dewey -Raesidale, • Mrs.
Chesley
Diuguid.
be
will
a poem. After the psogrien, the Workman
Jr.,
Mrs
S.
E.
directed
a
playlet, 4 lg.
Supper was served buffet Butterworthilftars. Arthur Farmer,
chairman Mee, T. S. Herron pre- "Making Ever
Motion
Count". style from a table which held as Mere C. C. Farmer. Mrs. James hostess to the Friday bridge club
HOWARD ROGERS PROeSIOTED
her home at 2:30 o'clock.
sented WS. Alice , Jones. with a which emphasized the importance centerpiece
an
arrangement of Overbey. Mrs, A. F. Doran, Mrs. at
TO STAFF SERGEANT
life niesubarahipete.lhe..eeciete. At of proper grooping ,of working white tapers. encircled with ivy.
Saturday. January 27
Marvin- Wrather, Mrs. Marvin Fulthe closesolethe businests seseion. equipment..
Smell tables where the guests ton. Mrs. Shelby Hadden and
A.TC BASE, • ASSAM-sli.oward
The Alpha Department of' the
Miss
the meeting
was Mused with
were
seated
were
placed
in
the
e Jessie Sherman. Additional guests Woman's- Club will meet, at the Avers, son of Mr. and Mrs. CarKash Homemaker ttect'qf a way
prayer by Mrs. Jones.
living_
room.
The
hostess
was included Mrs. Aden of Mayfield. club house at 2:30 p.m Mr. Clifford 'min Rogers. Route 1. Murray, Ky.,
In which she had made some Lily
During the social hour the hos-assisted in
entertaining by her Mrs. N. P Hutson and Mrs. F. H. Seeber will present the program. has been promoted from sergeant
task easier.
tess served a dainty sala&plate
daughter,.
little
Miss Joanne Cad- Graham
to staff sergeant, it has been anPlans were made and the money
to the 13 members present and.
Monday, January 29
collectea to send a member to man.
nounced by Brig Gen. William H.
one visitor Mrs. Melton Marshall.
MeElrath
Circle.
Fannie
The
G.
'included
in the hospitality were
Tunner„commanding general of
Farm and Home Week_ Miss RowK1RKSEY W SC S MEETS
W M.S. of the First Baptist Church,
land distributed bulletins on "Meat Mrs. Charles Kivett, Mrs. Victor WITH
the India
China Division, Air
MRS RADFORD
meet
home
at
Mrs.
the
will,
of
J.
D.
Butchering and Curing-. The Red Furcate, Mrs. Bernard Bell, Miss
Transport Command.
"pot
Rowlett
for
supper
at
luck"
a
Cross donation' was raised from Charlotte Owen, Mrs, Floyd Griti
The Woman's Society of ChrisS-Sgt. Rogers has been -in ,the
6:30 o'clock. The evening will be
army since November 5, 1942. and
Permanent TERMINIX 'Service is 113.00 to 1126.00 which has been fin, Mrs. W. C. Elkins, Miss Mari-j tian Service of Kirkscy met last spent in making bandages
the
for
a new approach to termite control turned over to Mrs. B. Moliagin. lyn Mason. Miss Neva Grey L.ange-1 Week with Mrs. Hornet G. Radis an administrative non-commisBaptist Hospital in Louisvale.
-corrects the existing termite COW' executive secretary of Calloway
sioned officer. In civilian life he
.
, ton, Mrs. C. Wesley Kemper, Mrs. ford., The following 'program was
dition by acieduate repairs and County Red Cress Chapter.
Jack Bailey, Mrs. Charles Cos- given:
ws an accountant.
4
Tuesday, January 30
,
treating serovides reinspection and
He has been in the India Burma
The club plans to furnish cookiss tello. Mrs. Tom Moore Williams.
The west circle, W.M.S. of the
Devotion,
Effie
Mrs.
Hendley.
retreating service year after year.
Mrs.
Heron
West.
Mrs.
James Miss- Chris:0141 Palmer, president nest Baptist Church. wilt meet at. theater since June 24. 1943, servUse TER:BIM% Inspectien Service. or doughnutx..tu the Murray USO Thurmond,
Mrs. James Lassiter, presided
when requested.
over the business session. I o'clock for a work meeting at the ing -With the India-China Division
Miss
Eleanor
Gatlin, Miss Madge Mrs. Mary A. Radford
of, the Air Transport Command.
The next meeting will be held
MURRAY LUMBER CO.
had' charge home of Mrs. Fred Gingles.
Patterson,
Mrs.
John T. Irvaa, of the program.
This divisiere in pioneering largeFebruary 19 at the home of Mrs.
Benediction vets
Phone 262 •
Thursday.
February
1
Mrs.
Maurice
Ryan and
Miss given by Mrs. Cunningham. '
scale'aerial transport to the Orient
Evert Norswerthy.
regular
meeting
GarThe
the
of
Audrey
Oliver'.
arid in accomplishing its tremenMrs John Workman entertained
The next meeting of the society den Club will be held at the club
dous objectives,
emlsor r.cf?1,,t:
.•
has written a
will
be
held
with
Mrs.
Ouse
p.m.
at
Wavel
2:30
MISS JANOT SMITH
great chapter in air history.' Its
Walker.
.
Every
one
is
invited.
significance in building the Air
•
• ENTERAINS MUSIC CLUB
•• • • •
BOOK GROUP MEETS
;Transport Command's globe-gird'.
Mss Janot.Smith entertained the EASTERN
WITH MRS. IDTUGUID
STAR HOLDS
club at her home in the M. MEE11'NG TUESDAY
Bailey, Mrs. Sam Goodman,'Mr'
EVENING
O. Wrather residence Saturday
The Book Group of the Ameri- William Hellas. Mrs. Tom Moor.
night.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433, can Association of. University Wo- Williams. Mrs: Bernard Bell, aro
'Those taking ,part on .the pees OE S.. met in regular ses.sion Tues- men met Monday evening at the Mrs. Heron West.
• s.• ••
gram
were: Miss Jackie Sher- day evening. JanuTery 23 at the home of Mrs. E. S. -Diuguid. Jr.
borough. William McElrath, Misses Masonic Hall' with Mrs. Margery Miss Beatrice Frye, chairman, pre- MRS. SWANN IS
Mary
Frances Williams, Betty Crawford, worthy matron. presid- sided.
PARTY HOSTES52;
The program consisted of two
Rustemeyer. William Smiths' Miss ing:--The- flew jet-41w United States
Mrs. Warren' S. Swann was hosinterestingvery
reviews.
book
A'nn Fenton, Miss Jean Corn, Miss was presented and the pledge of
Lochii Fay Hare Mies Betty Yan- allegiance given, following which Miss Ella Weihing reviewed "Jo- tess at the second of a series re
the prayer for -peace was led by seph and His. BretSwer'e' by Thomas partieS when she had guests `
cey_ Miss Ann Lowry. Meant were' Mrs. Leon Smith. Mrs. Ile\ Mae Copeland.. Several Mann, and Miss Lillian Hollowell's dinner at the National Hots ,
Misi Lula Clayton 13eale, Mrs. M. committees; were appointed for.the review was. on "'The Pastoral- by Sunday. The tables were cerue:, ;
with pink roses, and place card:
•
O. Wrathers and Mrss A. F. Yan- ctunitig school of instruction and in- Nevil Shute.
During the social hour the hos- Marked the places of the guestcey. ' Miss Lillian Watters is direc- spection to be held on -March 13.
refreshments. An. informal hour was en.173:ii•rat
tor.
Mrs. Ila - Mae Copeland. conduc- tess served delightful
•• •••
the home
Mrs. Swann following
tress, and Mrs Mary Allbritten.
.
-- The dinner.
Elect& 'will fill these stations in SERVICE CIRCLE MEETS
HOBBY cLun ENTERTAINED
Covers, were laid fpr -twenty
AT LUNCHEON
the Mayfield Star Chapter 443 for TUESDAY AFTERNOON
guests._
Friendship Night .on January 26.
The Service Circle of the First
Mrs. Loren Adams of Mayfield Mr. and. Mrs. Nix Crawford, Mrs.
Christian
Church
Tuesday
met
afenitertained the Hobby Club with Maggie Woods and Mrs. Virginia
llencheon last Thursday et the Furchess will also attend the meet- ternoon at the home of Mrs. Clyde
Jenes' with Mrs. Clyde Jones with
Nateral Hotel. Table were placed - ing.'
ISCrleCtrarreseeaJtley and Mrs. Her-

Service Notes

Mr. And Mrs.' Charles Williams Were
Married Fifty Years December 16, 1914

.•••

SIP

IMP

elief At Last
For Your Cough

1

CREOMULSION

Social Calendar

I

There's a wealth
of health to be
found at . . .

-ST-IIILTERMITE DAMAGE

DAY
AND

NITE

it

You'll find a varied menu with
appetizing, delicious
foods

FOR VIE`11%

•

COME IN AND
BRING YOUR FRIENDS
•

DAY & NITE CAFE

a

•••••••••••..••••

SUPPLIES LIMITED IN MANY LINES
Display rases look like a felleo with only 'three front teeth.
Pulling any salable thins in a show window Is trouble for
nothing. Many things are hnsexual-both sexes viant it for
themselves. not enough to es around

IT'S NO TRICK AT ALL — p aging your queen
of hearts — IF YOU KNOW ALL THE ANGLES
of this romance business.

Any DON JUAN will tell you. ."Take
her to dinner AT RUDY'S. to
WIN HER HEART"
• -ASK HER TONIGHT AND YOU'RE
BOUND TO WIN!
•

-tRADE 7A: RESTAURANT'

I.

1

I le mild like to knoe hoe mane people are badly in need
of sheets and pilloe eases. I am dens ing that all families have
a surplus already in their home How many men really
ith
their last pair of overalls. on. HON% many ladies that do not
have unmade rprint (triodes In their home. I ens:arguing that-.,
there is 4 real need for many garments try farmers and others;
put I ern met vi ith the charge.in the markees that there Is
mm h hoarding' of materials by families.
Well, there is little hope of increased supply that the merchants Caneeget this spring: so saving and mending of old garments lii"--really necessary.
Cense is Loses as as sic ane doing our best

T. 0. TURNER
••••••

.•••••••

Lloyd Workman

GIVE HER

bert lerris as co-hostess.
Mrs. Robert Hahs, chairman.
conducted the business session. Miss
Ruth Ashmore presented the program for the afternoon using as
her topic "The Human Hungers in.
Body and Soul."
Refreshments were served by the
hostesses at the conclusion of the
program. There was a splendid attendance.
'

JEWELRY
to express your lovt
Sparkling
Diamond Rings

MISS OWEN HOSTESS AT
T,HEATRE PARTY
Honoring Miss Neva. Grey-Langston and MISS Madge Pattersa,
who will leave Murray gni; to acelsewhere. Miss
positions
cept
Charlotte Owen entertained With a
theatres...party Tuesday
evening.
.1ebuary
After.7. letieleig ...the
theatre, the guests went to the
home of the hostess where each ofthe honerees was presented a, gift.
and a party Plate was served.
Miss Owen's guest lilt intluded
Miss Patterson, Miss Langston,
Miss Geneva Faust, Miss Elearior
Gatlin. Miss Oneida Ached. Mrs:
Floyd Griffin,. Mrs. W. C Elkins,
Mrs. John T. Irvan, Mrs. Kenneth

Fred Workman
I
•

Wm. R. Furches, Jeweler

se-easetee-sies ,esdeSW.YagatelliesteriaeserlesaMessreseesesesseiseeoesteeseseeereissiesecesas
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CLASSIFIED ADS

lc per

['Community Farrn
Successful,
FOR sALE---tabinet model Atwa Meets
ter-Kent. electric radio Telephone
S. V. Foy Says
i 117.
. 11.1
For-Side

word. Minimum charge,

35c.

Terms, cash in advance for
•
each insert ion.

Births In CallowiUy
More Than Three
Times The Deaths

RURAL IMPROVEMENT ASSN.
AND MEN'S CIVIC CLUBS
SPONSOR ALFALFA CONTEST

The number of babies born in
Calloway County in 1944 is more
'z-FOR-SALE---Special foiling - clothes
The lee" of farmer? meetingi
A program in contest form to en- trict to seed ale. or more acres
of
drying racks. regular $1.65 value. tv,-hich were held this week at the than three times the deaths in the
_
same year, according to figures re- courage the growing of more acres alfalfa, *exclusive or Inc school's
reduced to $1.29.
Double door seven rural hieh schools of the
leased
at
this
alfalfa
in
Calloway County is' detnonstration rem shall be awardweek by Mrs. J. A.
WAN
bbY opeivieteia. add- FOR RENT--Three looms, wain a
county were highly successful, ac.
STREAMLINED WRECKER. SER- utility cabinets. 'regular 51195
ing
:whines. Cash registers and
registrar. She being sponsored by the men's civic ed $50.00 in cash. The school hay-i value, .reduced to $11
cording to a statement by County Outland. county
nishel garage _apartment on Sotith VICE New - equipmen
t
24-Natio
,
stated
clubs
that
of Murray.
there were 450 births
uoffice fureiteste-Kll-k A. 15th St. See W B. Scruggs. 5114
ing the second largest number shall
lass Hardware Co:'
lc Agent S. V. Foy.
dependable Wrecker
and 167 deaths in 1944.
oel.
Phone Olive. phone 231-3.
-To qualif9 as it contestant each receive $25.00 in cash. The school
The total attendance at all of the
lp Charge:et re:amiable. Day phone
Mrs.
Outland's duty is to reg- consolidated sellout district
391-R
IFOR SALE-Pure NYLON fishing meeting places was
• tf
shall r-ening tin. 'greatest average yield
..27. The dis- ister
97. Night phone 424- Porter Me• a
births and deaths. She urges have a minimum of five
lines. in 150-ft' lengths. special cussion at each place
e
;ROOMS FOR RENT-- Six miles gormeore
complefFil per acre from the demongtration
included to- all
pany. Chevrolet Sales and e1
WANTED -Middle -aged lady
to north of Murray
parents to zneke it a firse.cluty projects. The location
29 Hawaiian Wiggler Lures, $1 bacco
off Benton High- Service
of the farm _plets in their district shall receive_
by Russell Hunt, poultry by
tf I .--Douglas
Stay with old couplet light house way
s Hardware Co.
See Orval Whitloweer write • lc J. E. Humphrey.. pastures, crops to get their childen's birth certifi- as shown by the map qf schoie dis- $50.00;-iihni the individual- that produties. Please state terms and.I
cate soon after'theyare born. She tricts -made by he Callhway
- Mee Asher Whutlow. 3008 Jeffer- PLUMBING:
.
Coun- duces the greatest yield per acre
and soil conservation by
HEATING. SHEET,
W. C.
when' able ti come Apply Mrs.
SEWING
MACHINES.
son. Paducah. Ky.
Vacuum Johnstone, and dairying by For- reminds parents that birth certifi- ty school superintendent which con- shall be awarded $25 00METAL
ELECTRI
C
MA1ERIA
L1
EdwariS
Piuyear,
cates are necessary in proving par- solidated school receives
.' Sweepers and Electric Irons re- dyce
Further intormation concerning
credit..,
Ely. Each of these men are
STOKERS-H E. Jenkins.' Tele• nn.
lc FOR RENT-A furnished apartentage, for entrance to school, for
paired and rebuilt. Guaranteed specialists
phone 498.
The school getting the greatest this pien may be had by Seeing or
in their respective fields
It
the
right
to
service
vote,
ment.
-L
the
upstairs:
right
Robinson,
to
mar3
rooms,
North
313
C..
furnace
'
WANTED-Will pay up to $j0 00
from the College of Agriculture,
number of farmers in their dis- writing Ray Treon. president of
ry, --fee- eirtabiishing identity, and
18th St.
- mu* coot stove; private I AM PREPARED TO DO
..-'.- --- - -ll'--University of Kentucky.
the Rural Improvement Associaeach for old muzzle Istedirag shet- heat. e
HEMfor
military
registrati
entrance.
on.
desirable
"(Xenon. Call STITCHING at my home on the
lien,
Mr Foy stated that the princiguns., rifles and
pistol
Bring
FOR
SALE--A
registered
453-M
jack,
or
six
See
.Mrs.
-Joe. B. Smith. College, Farm Road. west of Five
pals and vocational . agricultural
them to Lee's Service Station. Haryears
old
-Henry
12Ct2
Lecky.
Calvert
Main.
lc .Points. Prices reasonable - Mrs.
teachers of each school co-operated
din. Ky
J25p
F8p and helped to make
Robert Ellison. fifth house west of City Route. near Sharpe!
the meetings
FOR
RENT--1
of
Heavy Hens
brick duplex Five Points, on north side of
-316.4.NTED- Sheet:cropper to raise
- 24c Will Pay Cash Delivered
eticcess
the FOR SALE-65
.
acres
unfurnish
good
level
ed.
4 rooms And bath. rood.
Leghorn Herfs
burley tobaeto and corn I have
.
22c
Fri. and Sat., Jan, 26-27
Farmers were urged to conserve
,
land:
15
acres'
in
timber:
furnace
5
-room
heat
Nerth lath-- Mrs.
burley base Address,. box 326,
Wednesday --all day-the sun is Fryers
and
build
up
their
soil
isources.
houm,
good
stock
barn.
Ethel
2
tobacco
Laseiter
phone 326-R.
Hens
le M... D. HOLTON. INCOME TAX
Clarksville: Tenn
shining.
241,2c
325
That
is
the treat unusual 'Old Roosters
use more manure. tobaccb stalks,
WORK. Life and Casualty Insui- barns. Located 10 miles northeast
Leghorns
news in Calloway County, for the
23c
and
fertilizers
under
row
crops
for
FOR
of
Murray
RENT-.Fe
and
about
bruarly
1 mile _from
I. a new anoe. Notary Pblac. See me at
These prices run from
WANTED- Alaftresees to rebuildi."
days have been dark and rainy for
Roosters
16c
high school, on -a blacktop high- increased yields per acre, and build
We will pick up your od mat.' home. in Murray; 4 arooms and Court Milne.
Jan.
18to
many
Jan.
tf
weeks. Indications are that
25
Eggs
•
36c
way: on _school - bus, mail
bath. See Mrs Cheeky Fairtis at
and up highly improved pastures as a sprung
tresses and make ahem new.
may not be far away.
Ducks •I
16c
'
KEMF; MOVING AND STORAGE milk route. See Raymond Phelps, means of increasing -dairy producParis' Mattress Co. G S. Jackson, Hate.1 or call Hazed ll&
tion
Tip
COMPANY. Paris. Tennessee, li- Murray Route 6.
136 E Washington Si., Earls, Tenn.
The
war
is
.FOR
itsbrrr-Fi
costing the United
rt4 floor- -twe-roorn censed operator in 10 states HouseThey wete also urged to breed
Phone 979-W, day phone 3.
furnished' aparlmetit, electr1,
re- hold goods moved with bonded, FOR SALE - Williams Machine and save more dairy heifers for re- States $3.000 each second.
'
„
Hardin, Ky,
So. 1:;th St.
Phone 441
Shop. This shop was formerlytplacements and to have more and
frigeratur. - private, bath. %v.. o'
II
blocks front square. Middle age even service in_Kentucky. Tennes- -owned by J. B. Farris, on North better cows after the war.
4=11111111411111111111a
I
couple- marred. Phone 393-J. lc soe. Arkansas. Alabama. Georgia, Fourth Street. -Am selling because
•
.e
South .CarolinK North Vliii-at I am going ta- the, Navy. Can be POTTERTOWN
HOMEMA
KERS
STATE OF KENTUCKY
• 'i FOR RENte- First floor. 5-room Virginia. Missouri and Mississippi. bodght.cheap. See me at the strop
COUNTY OF CALL( .t .\Y Set. _ Aolormsh
MEET WITH MRS. OUTLAND
ed apartment; furnace heat. Can operate in other states with from 8. o'cloelt till 5 _p.m., or at
--....1. M.Resew* -_Wirlieies.. Cieek.i.eieWten efeeteiral
li-equipped. Lo- few days advarke notice. Call home 460 South 8tli
Of
Puttertown
Homemakers
met
-the C04,.• Ct"."t l'at'.4
._117...
Stati
aris 851 Night phone 966. -A-45 Williams.
_ •'catecl IOW, Miller Avenue. '' C
Fie
-end County_ aforesaid. th,e'.•emer.... 77T4with Mrs J. A Outland Thursday.
1tfrs J. G. Glasgow. Telephone
that a settlement' of accounts•1
has'
. leo
.
POWSALE-Wegotre mowing ma January 18_ Lunch was served to
..•
this liay'beerr,trierkeee-Oreeeireve. - - --.'-- -----'-chine. rake.- eoltivitor-both shov- 11 rneInbers., 'si.''Essie Blalock
.
.
_administrator for the-•esterte at Alt :
el and diac See B. IC Trevathan was a YIEILOP.
Murray
Marble
&
Granite
Works.
='`.During"the. -.--.Ve,a
- r.' s. L C.
T, Key. deceased. that the sant
. e • woe& ,3 • horat
7 _iti_tion,
7. _ East Maple St.. near Depet. Tele- or Ceylon Trevathan.
lp ; The president presided and devowas ordered be the court to --liel- - •
tional was given by Mrs. Hobert
nty. kni
.tied la sweaters wild 1., Phone 121. Porter White and L. D
over One Fro-Feb or -term for extepFOR SALE - Ladies black coat, Elliott, Mrs Dallas Wicker was
Outland. Managers.
• -,
wadi'
af
the
for
Red
Crees_
.....
..
_
lions arid that another
.
hearing will t ._••------Chesterfield -English Heathmore," appointed to assist the 4-it girls in
be had on February 26. 1945: for ,
POST WAR. As soon as available bought in New York: beautifully that community.
the.purpose of hearing exceptioni, STATE - OF KENTUCKY.
• we will have a complete lane of lined with black shadow -stripe
The-club voted to pay the exaid if' no exceptions are filed •the COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, Set!
Westinghouse Electrical Appliance. lining Worn only six times, use penses of twu delegates
to Lexingsame will be . appzoved....coniirrad , - • •
illso complete line of Gas appkan- 16-18. &imam 'at $25. Telephone' ton
•
FRENCH
SPOTLIGHT
to attend Farm and
-Pound Bag
Home
; I. Mary Russell Williams. Clerk
and ordered to record
ces to be used with Shellane Hot- 499
•
Pound
Week Mrs Maynard -Ragsdale and
Pound 21c
Of the County Court ..Los --thy tied
Witness my hand !Mx
Gas. Purdom Hardware. NOrth
Mrs. Homer Elliott were appointed
25, l945.-Mary .geoseen metapaea_l_StaW... -_-sod -Cesolh4
._
FARM FOR ,SALE-100 acres of
Y.- idtaresaid Jilts Eip, steam
•••••••A
tf
as delegates
vie ; certify that a settlement . of acClek
good land, 20 acres imaimber, well
._- .
_
C.
CLUB
.......
cuunts
has
this
Miss
d!
Rachel
.
Rowland
been,
Neel
TRI SUM, Self Rising
UNWANT
by
discussed
ED tt A IR
R. ELEilKOWELI inuaresedte3 males- due north of
....____
•,
• 'George -Harr duattlian for .1. T
25-16. sack
$1.07
from face, arms, and legs by the Five Points', immediate posseis
25 pounds
.ion "The Care of Electric Equipment"
FL-29's _used to bomb Tokyo cost
$1 05
:Tidwell. that the same was ordered modem method of Electrolysis
'
.- $6.500-Mrs Cheitye Ward Ship- and urged all .members to attend
$600 Orr • a a
i's•-••
•
.•
' ' by the court, to lie over one
least
at
part
approved
of the, classes to be
- th
by physicians. T h is ley. 3319 West Fulton Blvd., Chior term for exceptions and that a
held at the college concerning this
Mission
ethod is permanent a n d pain- cago. Illinois_
N o 2H
1a
2 lcv o
s
Whole
other hearing will be had on Feb- less. Cyrene Williams, R.N. Phone
theme
'
No, 2: 2 can
ruary 36. 1045: ter the puiatose of -I62-W
A playlet "Every Motion Counts"
S28 -INCREASE.YOUR PR&FITS with
hearing excegitIons. and if no exHelm's Government
Approved was given by four member', DurN
MEMORIA
LS
ceptioes
are filed the same will be
V
Chicks. Pullorum controlled. Im- ing the social hour contests and
,
STALEY'S GOLDEN 330
33c
PENICK GOLDEN
F
approved. confirmed and ordered 'Calloway County Monument
Corn. proved for years- with America's bingo were eneued.
5-pound size
to record
52-ounc
e size
.
heaviest
laying
strains.
R
pany.
The
OP.
sirnext
Vester
meeting
Orr,
A.
on
February
sales
maneTh. barna* Elevens
A •
Witness my hand this Ja.nuaty t- gem Phone 85 West Main Street ed matings. Sexed chicks. Free 15 will be at the home of Mies
•• a,
ding bulletin - Helm's
25. 1.46.-mary Illuirell Williams, ExtendedDelia Outland.
ti
141.
aslu2
C
o.dC
b.iSba I tbeodx
COUNTRY CLUB GRAHAM Inc
Clerk
broochery, Pad?cah..ICy.
July
%
•Fle
2-pound box
GU

T-For Rent

Wanted

4

_
Services Offered

I

•

rte

-

1

Poultry Wanted
•

The Sun Shines
In Kentucky!

r

••

LOOK! LOOK!

27c
„._

•

ED GARDNER

i

Boggess Produce Co.

<

Notices

a

MONUMENTS

Guaranteed Foods

COFFEE

e-

25c

3

59c

FLOUR

LEGS, ARMS!'".

'14

APRICOTS
syRup

29c

CRACKERS

30e

21c

30c

Co. T

DR. H. H. RAY

Ps

S. A. Ruskjer In
Univ. of Minnesota

Veterinarian
Office Located in Rear of
Holland -Hart Drug -Co.
Residence Phone 341
•

'.•

I
a
.4fIP• *le

`?

C.

-4

'
1 74

Miss Crawford, Mrs.
Gatlin Volunteer for
Nichol's Hospital
_ •
'Ass Manen Crasod_aIrsa

•
iii.1".

dervie Gatlin will leave
here
February 1 for Nu-huts-General
Hospital. Ltitievill.. whMe.: they
nunt wounded soldiers' for
WO weeks.
Threogh the local Nurses' ._Aide
arganizatien -arid Red Cross id*
Crawford, and Mrs. Gatlin 'vol„inteered ter this service aftee-11
requi at for telurrtrers had been
made.
- ---

•

ATTENTION HOUSEWIVES!
etRE
WoRkIED .
about 'our meat budgets

for

Mrs Jim Lee f Russell county
•.e.r,ned about 200 quarts of beans
and corn for her neighbots when
were hue!-'-working in the
.

ipre.
14S
F

1545*

Then
LIT eitleoaT
SOI,VE
101 it PROBLEM.
'IOU ran als•ys find choice
,uts of qualit,s meats here

tek.
Prk,

MEAT MARKEt
109 North Fifth Street

•

ONE DAY SERVICE
Tithe Repair large Nodes
• Grade 1 'Paws""
•'s.ecl Tire!
• ?af-st ler,e Tubes

Shroa t Bros.

•••••,,

REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE

RECAPPING and
VULCANIZING

ROASTS
STEAKS
CHOPS
SAUSAGE HAMS

HALE SERVICE
STATION

Phone 214

Last Higeeas
MM.41=1..

••=0.. 40. ••••

••••• ..•••••

Murray Live Stock Company
I he Best Market in West Kentucky
AUDREY W. SIMMONS, Owner-Manager
SALES EACH TUESDAY AT

2:00 O'CLOCK

For the Highest Pricet, Sell Your Stock Here
'
N'EALS

SALES REPORT FOR JAN. 23, 1945

1 Vc• als
No. 2. S'eals
Throvvotitl
No.

Total Head Sold

662

14.50:
12.904.00- 11.40

Good Quality Fat Steen; 12.00- 13'5.',
Baby BeeVes
Fat

12.00- 14.00
7.50_

Cows

Canners and CutliersBuils
Milk COWS, per head.

-

HOGS

9.50
.
.7.00

7.70- 10_6027.00L125.00

I

I

14.34-

13.001'
•

8.00- .13.50

•

•

I. Six -room house on South
15th Street, 1 1-2 blocks from College campus. Lot 541'000 feet. Coal
house and garage Price 8354800
a real buy, •
2 Seven -room nest house, bath,
hot salter hardsood floors. 7-car,
garage. chicken house, cow stable 1
and cria. Lot 55x310: located on
'south 11th Street, 1 block south.of
Syr.amore Street. Priced to sell.
3. 7•4 0 good businesses, well Lecated and priced to sell
.' 4. A good 5-room house
two
blocks, from the trent square on a
lot
Price 33.5,00.
This le a
real 'home for one oanting clow to
town
S. a fine 4-room house, winch
barn, chicken house brooder hams.
well -vamp. electric lights arid 7
acres of land. 5 miles north
of
Murray on higheay 95
6. 45 3-4 acre farm
betss.es
Penny and Kirksey. good 4-room
house and other buildings.
Will
give possession any time. 37 acres
cleared. Price $3.500.00.
7. We have several good farms
not listed herein: also other houses
and lots. See OS for your re*
estate needs. and . if YOU have.•
hotiiie, lot, farm, or business for
SSW SEE Is.
•

180 to 300 pounalm
:Ink- 11,-10 pounds

160 to 1-7-9 pounds
125 to 155 pounds'
Itollkhs

S A. Ruekjer. administratOr of
the William Mason -Memorial Reispeal. Murray. and Riverside Hospital. Paducah. and president' - Of
the Kentucky State Hospital Association, is spending several days
at the University
of Minnesota
taking. a- specialized course in hoe-gnat- adrifinistration,._ Mr. Ruskjer recently . _was .inducted
int0
merr.be-rshir...ot the American College of -Hospital Adininistratears.
The curse at the University ut
Minnesota is limited -- strielly -to
members of' the American College
of Ho.Pital Administrators.
The fifty administrators admitted were, selected from the total
.of '278 men in the United Rtate.I
and Canada who have attained to
membership in the American College of Hoepia.1 Acfmittistititors,

•

•

The-.Murray Insurance
Realty Company.

F. P. Stom, 80,
Died Monday

F P. Stunt. 80, president of the
Farmers National Bank. Mat:Isonvine. died Monday in a Macon.
Ga hospital. He was president of
Kentucky Bankers A.ssociation
in 1927-28
He formerly resided
in Murray.

ATTENTION
WE NOW HAVE AN
EXPERIENCED
MECHANIC
All Kinds of Mechanical Work Done
Service Guaranteed
RAY TURNER .
Mechanic
Also- good Ethyl Gasoline .... 20c to trucks
Regular .... 18c
BATTERIES
OIL
GREASING
ACCESSORIES

•
Red and White
Service Station
intersection of Hazel and
Concord Highway
TELEPHONE 289- W

SEE OUR STOCK
14OF
• Fencing, Barbed
Wire and Telephone Wire
• Chick Fountains,
Feeders, Feeds &
Poultry Netting
• Heating and Cook
Stoves, Pipes,
Dampers and
Boards
• Soap, Soap Powders and Cleaning
Fluids
and • Farm and Garden
Tools

Office Over Dale & Stubblefield
Drug Store
TELEPHONE MI

BOlington Bro.'
E. U. Jones
if onn Moore
Gaylen Trevathan

NEELY & SON

BROOKS FANCY

C

14-oz

bottle

ATSUP

MORTON'S SUGAR CURED
7 1 Lb. box

15'

BREAD '
1

1 oaf

10

EMBASSY SALAD

SALT

FANCY QUALITY

KROGER'S CLOCK

64' DRESSING Qi

No. 2 ( an

TOMATO JUICE

Jar

29(

SCOTT COUNTY TOMATO

10c

MAY GARDEN ORANGE PEKOE
Half-pound box

SOUP- 2 N°- cANs 15`
COUNTRY CLUB ROLLED
O
3."\b°7` 24c

DELICIOUS BRAND

CITRUS

TEA

46c

ATS

2-Lle. Jar

Large

PEANUT BUTTER 38c MARMALADE
25c
16 oz Jar
GIBBS TOMATO SAUCE
CGIUIPiEJELLY
20` BEANS 3
27(
OUR MOTHER'S
70-80 SIZE
COCOA 1-1b box 10' PRUNES BULK-Pound 12c
FRESH GROUND
Pound
HAMBURGER
25c
FANCY FULL CREAM
Pound
DAISY CHEESE
35c
BULK OR CARTON
LARD
2 Pounds 35'
or Whole
COUNTRY CLUB HAMS TENDERIZED-Half
Pound
34'
2-1b.
Jar

"b. cans

FRESH BULK

1 b

SAUER KRAUT

10( PORK SAUSAGE lb 33c
TEXAS
T ° lb 1ag53c
20`

FRESH SLICED

LIVER

•

Pound

YELLOW
FLORIDA

ORANGES 8

bag

GREEN ONIONS

ONIONS 10" 44c
ROUND RED
-•
RADISHES etn'cv

63c

bag

15c

CA ROT
CAR
N S
LETTUCE

NEW TEXAS
Pound

CABBAGE
„moo.

BUNCH

8`

HEAD
1 Oc

1•11••••

WESCO

100 Lbs.

WESCO-20 per cent

SCRATCH FEED $284 EGG MASH
CONGRESS
16 per rent
DAIRY FEED

100 Lbs.
$3.39

100 Pounds

HAZEL, KENTUCKY

•

•TVPIVINCLA...aaPAS

•

Y.•

•••••

••••

•••••••••• •••••••

•

•
vamarsamj1111,

vs*

TVA.

•-••-=------'------

•s-d

Not Everybody in Calloway County Subscribes

5, 1945
•

4
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Read the Ledger & Times Classified Ads

acres of

school's
3ei award.
hool he vnber shall
he school
age yield
()nitration
11 receive_
that proper acre

Suggestions from

PANT NEAMORTERS
BONDS

•

a.

4

‘14

FINISH
Dig
WALL
MIRACLE

I/

;r1

441

BE PATRIOTIC...BE THRIFTY...
invest in WAR STAMPS and BOND.
S
carrying out needed
painting only with KEM-TONE
and buy

•Then save money by

yourself more War Stamps and Bonds with

At Hospital Sunday

'

A.A.A. NOTES -

Here's how you save time ... trouble and
money with KEM-TONE:

1. less expensive 7-.`. one gallon does an average MOT.
2. KIM-TONE Mfrs most wallpapers,
pointed walls and ceilings, wall- ROLL IT ON WITH A
board, basement walls with
ROLLER
one toot.

KOATER

8.111/41-1rOttl applies like magic.
4. KIM-TONI dries ifs One hour.

890
he modem
iirade esti hilsh

nusn.,
sommir

FOR

BEAUTIFUL - DURA114
.
1

Egg Goal Increased
The national 1945 egg production
ol has been increased by about
11 'per cent according to word re' ceived this week by Q. D. Wilson,
chairman of the Calloway County
County Agricultural Conservation'
Association Committee. The revised
figure of 4.350 million dozen is
only about 7 per cent less than the
estimated 1944 production, and is
based on additional needs which
have developed since the first figure was announced in November of
1944.- Baby chicks for flock replacements, especially,. early, hatched chicks, should be about the same
for the nation as a whole as last
year according to recent' information.
Buy Fertilizer Early
War Food Administration officials .and fertilizer manufactattere
are still urging farmers to buy and
W. P. Bradley
store their 1945 fertilizer. The fere
"Bombed h,ospitals must be re- ti:izer situation is tight and the lawarehousing
built, mission schools and dormi- bor, shipping and
tories must be restored, damaged nrolArms make at neces,sary to disas many
or -stolen equipment must be re- ribuie he.ivery over
placed so that (he work of Chris- lonths as possible.
Report Farm Practices
tian missions can move forward as
If. 'you have reit. reported your
soon after fighting ceases as potsPor 1914 you must do
ible," was the statement Made by
so Lt once. ,To receive payment
W. P. Bradiey. Washington.
w-firi spate al the -Mason Hosliliiir11111Ifirrat be done prior to rebrtiasT
Sunday night.
-Q. D. Wilson.
Bc•ad ley; reprgsenting thei
Mr
Seventh Day Adventist church,
has served the de-nomination in
the Far East and escaped during
the siege of Singapore shortly before the city fell to the Japanese.
In his speech Sunday. night. he
gave eye-witness accounts of the
' Troop 99, Kirksey
havoc and suffering caused by the
Tha Boy Scouts of Troop 89 met
present war in the Orient.
last Wednesday night with their

BOY SCOUT
NEWS.

the "difference"!!

.05

9

BUY WAR
point
then
FIRS1—
with

e Co.

9

_

Spoke

FLOORS

He presented a personal appreal
to the local congregation and its
bind up
the
friends to
help
wounds of the peoples affected
by this devastating war.
Mr. Bradley stated that news inthat large numbers of
dicates
churches and schools and other
institutions of the denomination,
have been destroyed or seriously
damaged.
The
local Adventist
congregation has .launched plans
to raise its share -is a Million dubtai reconstruction offering to be
taken in all Adventist churches on
Saturday, February 3. This is a
part of the 'five million dollar
fund the denomination is providing by the end of 1945

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
g

FLOOR-ENAMEL
$12
4.
5r,

A tough, long wearing enamel
for wood, linoleum and cement
Soon. Dries hard. \X'si.hable.

MURRAY PAINT & WALL
PAPER COMPANY
North 5th St.
•

Murrny's

Phone 323

Murray, Kentucky

Only Exclusive Paint and

Wallpaper Store

Suit was filed Saturday, January
20. in the' western district Federal Court by the Office of Price
Administration against Perry H.
Thornton, Route 7, Murray, alleging over-ceiling sales of popcorn
and seeking to recover judgment
in the sum of 1824.76, the treble
vnpunt___a
tn. Office Of Price Administration,
Department of Information, District Office, ,44misville..
'
The Office of Price Administrae
tion further sought an injUnction
enjoining the defendant from further over-ceiling sales of the commodity.
extra War Bond 'nowt

January 25th, 1945
Murray,) Kentucky
I)I.AR

Increase of these
for the fighting fronts...

NIDS.

We are pleased to announce that A. L. Bailey has
purchased an interest in Purdom Hardware. The firm
will now operate as Purdom Hardware Company.
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W. W. Roschl, Raymond Williams, W. M. Welch and Shanklin
Piper, all of Bath county, produced
More than a ,ton of.tobacco to the
acre.
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Writes Parents
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Stewart are

-

A --latter from Mre: W'S. Janes
this week infortns friends here
that Mr. Jones remains ill. Mr.
Jones who has carried tlie mail
,on a HazA route for a number :I
years. Istietene ilLa few weeks ago
land he and Mrs: Jones werit:fio
Texas for his -health. They are at
418 San Prancisco Street, El Paso.
,
Mrs. Jongs, teacher at Hazel
High School, has written for the
Ledger a-nd Times to be _sent to
them.

t

in receipt of a card received this
week from , their son. Lt. R. C.
Stewart. who is a' prisoner of war
in Germany. The card was dated
September 8. and was the first news
the Stewarts had had frc;m -their
son in four weeks. He sends messages to them as often as he is allowed to send mail. The message
on the card read as follows:
Dear Ones: Having received mail
only two days fast month and none
this month, don't have any letters
to answer: ,but to let you know /
am qnite well and -trust you are
too, will continue to write. Really
nothing much to say. Am in fine
irits eery optimistic ,and' expect
to be seeing you this year.
Lots of love to all of you-R. C.

1
41::.... Um,

BUY YOURS NOW

NBC

'Where did the butter go?", is quickly answered by a study of this
the National Dairy Council. Eignt billion pounds of filial milk
are necessary to make the extra cheese, dry naole milk, evaporated
milk, and ice cream for America's fighting forces and for Lend-Lease.
An additional 10., billion pounds of milk are being consumed to maintain the efficiency of war workers and the physical stamina of American civilians. This represents total increased requirements of 12Di
billion pounds of milk. •
Milk production since the prewar period has Increased over 14
billion pounds. This leaves a deficit of about
billion pounds of milk
which has been shifted from butter production to other concentrated
milk products also needed on the fighting fronts. That shKt a-c,
unts
for a reduction of 215 million pounds of buttar, which, in addition to
about 370 million pounds of butter a year taken by the government
for fighters and for Lend-Lease accounts for a reduction of nearly five
pouads per capita for civilians.
A Jest of tha 'an ount
-s`acrificed by civilians is ...film,
: to the
fighting forces in the form of' their favorite spread-butter. The balance is helping to *In the war by be -ping workers and fighters propsrly
nourished with other concentrated milk products.

chart by

The Pick of All Chicks
Are $witt's Baby Chicks
0

J. B. BLALOCK LEADS NATION
IN INSURANCE SALES IN 1944

A

' _he commended him for lead!ng the
entires9dUnited States in a contelet
in insurance sold in 1944 by sell, ing $1,134.500 worth of insuranca.
Mr. Blalock has been made a
member of the Million Dollar Club
for his sales in this fraternity. He
left Sunday for Sari Antonio, Tex.
where he will attend the national
Agency Convention of the WOW
this week. He will attend, the
convention as a national leader it
production. He will go to Monterey, Mex. before returning to Mur-

Hatched from

selected, tested flocks,

Swift's Baby Chicks are bred for High
Livability —Fast Growth—Fast Feathering

ray.

— Early Maturity — Profitable Production

J. W. Bailey
Hazel City

Is

Judge

Place Your Order At

Aerrording - to unofficial reports
hepe. W C. Osborn hag. resigned
hfs office of city judge in Hazel
and J W Bailey has been appointed by Geverhor 'Willis to succeed
Mr. Osborn.
-

Uvia S. Byrd, Former
Countian, Dies In
Car Accident

Swift's Cream Station
111 EAST MAIN STREET

Insurance salesman and representative of the
Woodmen of the World has a let- ty7°I.Vint7or-•-t!ais building up a Brow;
ter from Farrar Newberry. pr-s I Swiss herd of cattle, recently purident of the'organization tnetiaied six registered'head
J.. B. Blalock.

Survivors-are his. wife, Mrs. Irma
W Byrd; son, Robert S. Byrd.
daughter. Miss Jane Byrd: parents'. Mr and Mrs. J W Byrd, end
two brothers. L. E. Byrd, Peru,
and Searight 'Byrd. Detroit.
Funeral services were held at the
residence. Burial writ in Cave Hill
Cemetery.
Mr. -Byrd is a native of this
oeunty and graduated from Murray High Schierl. He resided with
his parents. then on the Lynn
Grove Highway.
•

Ill In Texas •

'Mak Zitililation,
aeeaaae 1942-44
erepased with ak.etage 1935-39

After the business meeting.
Flying Eagle Patrol pled ,ni
Beaver Patrol in a basketball,

Uva S. Byrd., 45,• of 2633 Landor.
Louisville_ died-at...4..30 pm- Wedntsday. January 11, at Harlan, Ry,
,
vf injuries suffered'January 9 when
his automobile skidded on an icy
road and went over a cliff near
,the••--retyo-fie-, -was a traifeling
Salesman for the Maloney-Davidson Company. Byrd received a
fractured skull and leg and .intertlal injuries.

gealt..3. tz. Wan,

Dt.t.tged,

game The winner was the Flying
Effete Patrol
Fred Cain. Scribe

SUIT FILED AGAINST
THORNTON

PERRY H.

Buy th +1

Scoutmi.ster 'Bro. H. P. Etlank.eur
Assistant Scoutmaster
stop and
Bre_wn Tucker,
- The troop was divided into two
patrols-the Fleigg Eagle and the
Beaver. °Melts for tale patriate
Patrol Leader,
are: Flying Eagl
Roy Ray: Assitant Patrol Leader,
Be8VOT
Patrol-Patrol
Joe Cain
1.eadel-, Douglas Tucker: Assistant Pairs. Leader, Bobby Gene
Burchett: S rube, Fred Cain: Bugler
Edward CarAon; Junior Assistant
Blankenship;
Scouirnster.• Nalon
Senior l'atrel Ltader. James Johnson.

R. C.Stewart

W. S. Jones Is
A GIANT INDUSTRY

•

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

)K!

one

W. P. Bradley

BY Q. D. WILSON

oncerning
beeing or
sident of
Associa.

livered
26-27
241
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•
16c

SECTION TWO — SikPAGES

to The Ledger & Times,
But Nearly Everybody Reads It!

Murray, Kentucky

BEATRICE MAXEY

-PHONE 77

ARSITY
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DIMES!
JAN.25 toll

TODAY and FRIDAY
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JAN. 25 loll

TUES. & WED.

SATURDAY ONLY
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VERSION OF TM.
6REATESI SI1011
OS 1.14RIN
ADDED
COrtr)It CARTOON

CAPITOL

^

"ABOU BEN BOOGIE"
"SCREEN SNAPSHOTS"

SAT. - SUN.
Looking back over the past year, we see our own m;stakes and

Att

short comings — these make us want to strive harder ia4the ensuing

Ifs

(5,key

SUNDAY and MONDAY

-FIELDS •GEORGEL

year to strengthen cur sincere belief in the values of life. ',During these
days of severe shortages of the necessities, we have strived to offer to
our customers 'sufficient, clean merchandise that would help our many
customers and friends to weather the storm. Our efforts have not been
perfeer;istst if we have helped you, we are truly thankful.

If

In

Per

i5TRY
MiN
"

chance in some way we have not pleased you, we request an early op.'
portunify to correct our Mistakes.

IN TO SEE US EVERY
Tit - • COME YOU
ARE IN TOWN

FORTY

TIME
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ABNER COLOR CARTOON

PLUS
Speaking of Animals
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THE LEDGER -&TIMES.

1 citers to Editor I -SOCIAL SECURITY AND THE NEW JOB 'F. C. Pogue

PUBLISHED BY TUE CALLOWAY PEBLISHINO COMPANY

Is Promoted To Master Sergeant Overseas;
- Writes of Experiences One Mile From German Lines

Consolidation of The Murray Ledger,'Me
'Calloway Times, and The
Times-Herald. Oct 20, 1928, and The West Kentuckian, Jan. 17:1942.

S, mewl., re in Belgilint
January 3. 194,5_,
ire
art:
tle'ac Mrs
W. PERCY WILLIAMS.,PUBLISHER
- Just wan'Ao tell You that today
MRS. GEORGE HART:EDITOR
I rtscesyrki my first two copies of
ii-Lblished iv
-try Thursday Noon at 103'Nett& Fourth St . Mtu•ray. Ky. the'laedger since leaving the' States
-,s-•
en Oct. 14 The dates were Oct- 12
'1Enteredit the Post Office. Murray, Kentucky. for Transrnission7Ls
and i7. ntit .0„y.rii*-41 that. 1 discos:Second Class Matter.
•
ered _Isiti of flews that I hadn't
heard; front . home, among which
WiTIONAL
•
Was! the cleit'th of James Max Oroe•
rpm.. killed in: action. He was
foriner school mate of Mine:
•
enjoy your Oaper very much. MufaTinf
THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATIONfeitily7elnini;
AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS
- i•
jAlo:- the servicemen:

----a.

4o

Sacrifice of Civilians Versus Sacrifice of
Service Men
and Str-ipelk

4.1..at

ti

t

—

. .

HEART TIrt()UGLITS By L. H.ART
. _ ......
,

ieved on -are dead, you will know how

&one
Aghting.

are
and

Ouse:civilians

aDlitrate

r

over

National outh \C'e-ek

_

•

oom-

the

Spanish instructor at the Universi- s come back with our planes and
e could see a
colonel's' then -rnerhearl
the
of California:
tty
•
f
.ft is a Joe tate or t hr stm s
dogfight. I had !leen these before
--e. arks Wilii had been
iid ISTeVe: Year's egreetings, but T-f-itititr %- lirr 3-11-frni
'
-ftt -Inglarril. hut never la interestborn %intim 25 miles of the place ing a,. this. It n as quite coldeand
Ran take this opportunity of
where sic acre eating: still anoth- the vapor trails %sere left on
the
Int that I hope that you had the
er Was an Italian from New her- sky for mans. minutes,
"that the
best son i of a Christmas and that
se, y. This last boy% a staff ser- battle
wae, writtee eit on
the
your New Year will he a happie I
giant. was the real soldier of the bright blur a ith
a,11 the taistine
one.
hill
on
a
out
had
been
bunch. lie
'The German.., interfered' a little about cne and half miles away for and turnings thydigh v1 hich the
When a plane went
with a pleasant Christmas this eight days. He was in charge of planes go.
down we sistild follow ita path
year. We were beginning to look a machini- gun poup which guardforward to a merry holiday sea- ed the draw leading to the town. downwarde many mincitel later by
path of
son is hen the trouble you have Several times daring that week watching the curling
reed about began. For awhile we he had gone into German lines smoke'
r ehristmas turned out to be
weren't sure that sve were going and had captured Germans for
ery nice after all. The Christto have any Christmas at all.
queationing. Several times withJust before the trouble started iu the month hi' had been placed mas turkey Came up to us, a little
I spent a week over in Germany in charge of the company bet:Anse Christmas tree W as put up in the
with the .ergeant
ho drives our his officers acre all %sounded. lie billets and we had, a very pleahjeep. We were getting the story had been sent bark so we could ant, dinner. -At 'n'ighe _me sang
Christmas carols and at midnight
of one of our important atteeks in interview
him. - Ile had a tau
Germany and acre staying in what meek; growth. of heard, his eyes on Christmas Eve the chaplain
was left of the town, within a mile were red, he looked sleepy and said mass. More than 75 men were
of the enemy lines. As a matter sick. The hot meal he had aith present for this impressive service.
of fact in order to get some in- us waa one ,of the few hot meals The men acre dressed In' their
terviews, vie got to a point With, be had had in a at'eek. When we reg-alar arms- clothes, but the
In 600 yards of the Germans. We had intervieated him for about 4 chaplain had put on 'the %shift.
didn't aorta', hots ever, because hours he called up his officer and robes of his profession. A small
everybody Med underground in gut permission to stay with ode portable organ. played "Jiey to the
some excellent dugouts a hich the cvernight. We loaned him shav- World". "Oh (some All Ye FaithGermans had been good enough to ing equipment so he could .shave, ful" ind "Silent Night". Mr.:priest
prepare. for us. The
German, he: had tea and plum pudding saith spoke of the difficulty cif findln•
gladness and hope in the midst'sif
didn't fire much. anymay, be- us and alienated
to warm
--bWt -reminrefl
--lifit We
cause It %%mild show cur guns and thoroughly by the stove. As I
peace within which
planes where they were.
-Ached hint I realised what true could find
would comfort us.
Nothing expensive
On this trip cc had one of the %sectary was,
The real Chriedmaa. which is the
most interesting meals that sve, or exquisite, but just warmth and
He soon one in a hich we celebrated by
have had during the sear. ,One light and being clean.
story of ern. building in town WI'S that% ed out conPersationally. too. giving, did 'not come until 31 Destill standing, so ue slept in- It, Instead of telling about hose he cember We had planned a (•hrifitThe shells had torn three holes in apd his squad took a certain point, Mad party for the Belgian chilthe %salt, but the roof ass inlaid bow his friend NSA killed at +n- dren of the neighborhood, but on
and they were able to put up ether point or hon be ma: too Christmas Day it ass not con.
camouflage material to keep out Germans at another. he shooed to sidered safe to have a gathelpise•
the cold air. One of the boys philtres of his wife and- baby, told However, the invitations were sent
. eolfere-"Tte out for the last -clay of the year.
rummaged arouno and found somir us 'Abend the teacher,
furniture left in the ruin,, of the attended, told its about hisiols sad -The dining room cia derotated.
piece orchestra was sent down
house and
managed
to get the ii, hat hi' Intended to do after he
place in good order
The kitchen arra home. When he had talked and st• got ready to entertain 325
range was dragged slut front und••r to us earlier. We had %%rendered at children betvreen I-10, accompasome debris and a- nice chile his age. His heady heard and his nied hy their pareata. All of them
table cloth W as found for the table. sad ryes macle bine seem betsseen came. It ass a sight to see them.
Nuts it %sac clear that he In their best bib anti toeker, as
files- even found some good cups 30-35
and saucers and a teapot. Light was much younger. Ift• as as only they came rushing up to our build Int. The cooks had stayed up
was pros Med bj tearing up untie 24.
clothes and making aleks out'of
We left this toan •three or four most of the night before cooking
pies
chocolate
and
them
These acre stuck in empty hours after the German den e be- Indis ideal
cognac bottles and
the bottles gan.
Fortunately there was no cookies. They cooked Op (aliens
filled a ith oil. These lights tor big attack in this sector, but we of hot chocolate and the soldiers.
flamebeaus smoke a good bit and gel back to hear stories of chat acting as wattere, served the reafter itahile re eryone's fate gets was happening up and down the freshments. In beto-cen the orblack but they are all right. They llne.
Some of the people with elairstra played Amrrican. Flemish
use a nice, soft gloss so that the %horn is, ts 0rked got back meta and HeIgian tunes. They played
is hole effect is of a tea parts some an hour Or ttli 0 heftier the Ger- carols and dance tunes and such
ef u• had received some tea and mans °scowled the loons o here favorites of the last viar as "Over
chocolate •o the bo) ash° ail they %veer. 1 vein have to tell you There", "Tippc cars" and ' Madecooking prepared tea. He also tot' at another time about some of the ICart". One little chap of about 4.
e
in a snappy blue beret,
a plum pudding % hi( h had been happenings of that period.
lhe drssed
sent him, he steamed that and we papers at home h•se risen sou stole the •hoyy by bioating time
sat there aithin a mile of the many of the highlights of the ste•t• vigorous!) to ever)thing that was
lie
gag
German lines, a title (Mr guns as fully as is e knoo them
particularly
your played.
acre booming _ .4isS3, situA tea headline news is printed in our worked alp over "The- Beer •BarPolka'
schitili
everybody
and chocolate and eating plaid papers.. YOU &AV.' read of the eel
pudding 4.41 a ahlte table cloth great air force which helped to knew. .lifter the refreshments the
• hildren acre sboan a ,nos ie and
from good rhtn bs candlelight,'
Stop the German ads arnce
You
the middle of the party we [ooh- can imazine how interested or then each one of them was given a
ed at rai h other and said "It's a a ere In seeing this great air fleet hag el' randy and good things to
rough tsar, nor'''.
The fellows going overhead hour after hour. eat. Every soldier had given part
there certainly rePreeented sari- Thcv acre going not too mans or all of his •ands and rookie raOtis parts of the
S. Our cook i' 3- Ii s.od us and we could see tion (Cr four aeries so that these
ta•as a former bus driver from the German flak going up. Nose children., elm have had little In
Gecrgia: another boy yaas from and then a plane aould go doun the . way of asserts for four years,
Texas. another cat. from Ohio; the in fl•mes. On other occasions one could have something. Theorsergeant with me was formerly a or two
Gernian planes
%%mild eaden made everyore a little happy on the ss eepy side. You could
tell that nearly everyone there had
a son, a niece or cousin back home
by
that he Via% thinking about while
the children_ %sere . having a good
time. Soine of the no 0 SI ho have
NEVER GAVE UP, NEVER GAVE IN,
families back home asked sonic of
NEVER STOPPED UNTIL THEY HAD WON."
the parents If they could hold
,
7i_10/0. -,,4-'4447WrS
na-•
some of the children. I hew chitdieri rawer( ended up with some
extra randy or something to give
ithem a stomach ac-he as the foster
4-grapas stuffed them with something- from their Christmas packages. • I sir a few horn's. at least,
we forgot shout the war.

i
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if you eaii'dind rualleone wao
know- the 'addresses of Lts. James
liil'arron Erwin and, Ted Webb. I
wish you'd print them for me
Advertising Rates and Information About Calloway County
•
please., " tee been overseas simstMarkets Furnished Upon. Application
October 25, and haVe been through
.• We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to. the Editor, five countries to far. England.
MANY WORKERS are now changing jobs or taking their first.jobs
og Public Voice items which in our opinion is not for the best interest
France. Belgium, Holland and Ger- as a result of the war, Most of these jobs are covered by old-age and
ei our readers
e"any. Right now I'm or_a_j_the survivors insurance under the Soma' Security Act.
- It's - MR- JACK M. RUCKER, manager of the Paducah Social Security
r d,e
really hard to tell which is which. Board, office in Room 320. Past Office Building, hal prepared a . series
ight brief articles for the Lecilier A. Times expiaining the 3tepi each
It's a-Wonderful country thoua worker should now take in connection with his social security account
and tile Belgiu%t people are tops. to avoid delays or difficulties when he or his family are ready to .coloss)11;edas -to led t insurance benefits.
Her... my -tsaax-ii
men in the uniform of the
7: • It you wonder how
.
ANY WOBXES. who do.' not „have a social security account numltnited- Slates are 'thinking, then we invite von to read-an cerne- in regularly from now- on. ber card can obtain one.at' the Social Security.Bolizel office.
In-the twat:time, negatd,s-acyrall my
,
_ _ ,
, ,___-_..... eiktract from ak-edi-tOrial from--F•tars
•
frionds . from Murray and CallaNe. 4
4,
weeks ago. It includes some serions thinking that
Fcr a worker who wants to check' Ruentle,
,
.
taken
may
not
he
have
4"Y •
eatery' civilian should diges
t.."
.
the amount of wages credited to • the precaution to see that each
Cpl. Quiraon Sims
.
.,_ . _
his social security account. t_mho employer, had his name and "WnEVERV AMFRICA/s4-444LGHT--TO DO AT LEAST ONE HOUR OF'
T00 LATE WITH TOO LITTLE-. eSiacial Security Board has estab- count number exactly as they an:.
COMBAT DUTY -,_INIANI- RY STYLE
s
.
._ ltshed a, very easy procedure, Ht.."7 sTrOsitn - on'his ' account number
That's not a practical idea and we knoa it. But until a man has - Niro.4 - per...cent of fat, men and can get a wage-inqury card from -.
card. In --th case he should check
wemen
who wo-rk. on .farms are
done a dogeie's job he "imp!) doesn't knou the score.
account by
his social security
ceorylatif
eve.' bet° e• ..ahnil
1.-ehate'eh•aeder.'thar)
is
addressed
-.3e
rr
sec
pr
i
n
y
ur
teil
it3
s
'ica
'B
s
doesn't knots ,hou danger, pirnishes the human nervous system.
sending in a wage-inquiry card.
rino Ire .aP•ni.
4
ihrri'dbare
(af
Iv
to
the
ceritrill
office
,of
the
Social
From January I, 4940, employHi can't imagine %%hat its like to creep doan a street OT empty houses t
_____- Security Board and
only ers have been required to furnish
wondering if thef're really as 'tenets as the look. Hearing Andow.
To illustiafc cenclitionst . A-Telone-cent stand). _ On the hoot each -employee with a statement of
shades flap and doors creak and especting the crack of a Karbiner or T‘,4 Caine in Ineit- garmentt7for a of the card
is space for the em- his wages at least once a year or
the burp 01 a Jerry 'MG - the last found on earth.
large atah: The sales lady respond- ployee to will in hts social securiwhenever the worker leaves his
He doesn't kneos host much guts it takes to move forward a yard, ‘ A. "Wh -t can .1 sho'w you'.:' -Weft^ tv accotant number, _the date of
Osb.
Waritere shouldekeep these
he
.Als,S.
.
,._
,:'-'11
wilot_to.
buy.
a
shirt
foot an inch flow a second ran alselai a yeas aad.a minute-an eternity-J.
and- ad- stemma
`ni.
‘
'
4444-h.-and bis
eadderage of their
pants
and
underwear
e
lot
Pa.dress.
be's 'lived and reach: in the mud and blood, he can't reilige
credits reward old.agg and sur.
- What kind of underwear'!" "Hit
If a worker has any reason-an all time miracle .1 doughboa is. To stick in there des after
Visors''insurance. . • fd(jet. mike no diffiZretice."-TiCas•hi.s doubt that reports of his wage's •
des-after day,
and night alter night aftee night after night....
.• 'What -Wend -of- a shirt?- have been- complete.and accurage.
Until then-a, worker/ oana understand-what a fringe it iade let pee- -lilt &err - Make
JN
OT
HENREM
SIT
LEIS
N RO
GAR
UG
AHT
GE he shoulei
get a IV•gt•- inquiry ! I
tpetion shah °dots n.
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Subscription Ratee-In Calloway and Adjoining Counlies,
$200 a-Year In Kentucky. $2.50. Elsewhere. $3.00.
• • 61.00 per year to Service Men Anywhere.
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IN 1896 THE WRIGHT !MOTHERS DETERMINED
To BuiLD AND FLY A HEAVIER.-:
THAN-AIR MACHINE WORKED, STUDIED. EXPERIMENTED. IN 1903,
AT KITTY HAWK, NORTH CAROLINA -THEY SUCCEEDtD.•
FROM THE TWELVE SECONDS
THAT FIRST FLIGHT
MODERN AVIATION laAS DEVELOPED - A.MAJOR.
RELIANCE OF AMERICA AT WAR - HOLD1NO
trefINITE PROMISE FOR PEACE-TIME AMERICA
TOMORROW- IN JOBS, IN THE OPPORTUNITY
SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS AND ACHIEVEMENT -IN PRDMO'fIliCs WORLD UNDERSTANCW13,1
THROUGH THAT FIZTE EXCHANGg OF TRADE
AND IDEAS W:niCd/ /S BAS/C IN THE
"
PROCE'SS
DEMOCRACY.
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person:illy. for he graduitted from Murray State College, taught there, and has visited
practically every school in thie county.
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F. C. Pogue has been promoted to master sergeant. He is with the historical secHon of the headquarters unit somewhere in Helgium. He has written a letter that
contains interesting_infortYnsttim
every parent w.ho has a son in the Arriericart.lines in
thedierman offensive drive that is now taking Place. M-Sgt. Pogue has an opportunity
to interview these men and goes to them in the front lines. Ile knows many of our men
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I have recria "41 a number of
Chri•trnas greetings from many
parts sif the aiorld in the past lest'
o•reits and it is amaring hoc' main'
of them mention the three letters
which have been printed. One
came from a base in the North
Atlantic,:SeV eral from France, one
front Washington. one from Florida, two from England and
onc•
h just arrived. front the Philippines.
I have been out again during the
past fe w day, talking to front line
treesps. The only effect of the
re. rut Cierman actii its has been
to make Arm a little grimmer
-and little more determined.
If
there Was any indication of softness about these people you can
Say now that it is gone. The Ger
mans ins have strength enout:h
for a...little more fight hut they
Wave strengthened the spirit of thc
Amen'
here.
an',.
(t mas tittere.4 _YOU to kniuss
. that I got a nice Christmas pre,from the army. Just befor•
Christmas in commanding officer
told nrte that I J.41.41 been,promotict
to master sergeant ohich means
-that 1 get the six stripes ohich
makes me a "Zebra".
Ajairi I send NeThir's greetings-le you and everyone back
home.
- Nfost sincerely. '
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Think it over:
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Think it over especially when you get the urge to spend
now ... when you get the idea that maybe it wouldn't hurt to
cash some of those War Bonds.
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Because if you let those Bonds go now,or before they reach
Maturity, you're letting go one sure thing in your fUture.
United States War Bonds are the best investment in the
world. No matter what happens in postwar America, you can
always be sure to collect those four dollars for ivery three
you've loaned Uncle Sam, when your Bonds mature.
No job-no income-no other opportunity offers you such
Certain security, such a chance to protect your own future, or
such a chance some day to have some of the things you've
always wanted.
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Instead of cashing in your Bonds next time you're tempted,
buy another just to be on the safe side. Your country needs
the money-and you need War Bonds!
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businesses:
- This Space is a contribution tO Amenra s all-out war eflort by the following reputable and progressive Mut ray
J. 0. Chambers
tattoway County I.umber Company
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
Doran's Loose Leaf Floor
Dale & Stubblefield Drug Store
Drty and Night Cafe
Economy Grocery
C. E. Farmer & Company
Farmer & Gibbs Dress Shop

Berry Insurance Agency
A. B. Beale & Son
Boatwright & Company
Bank of Murray
Blue Bird Cafe
Boone Laundry and Cleaners
Calloway Monument Company
Collegiate Inn_ Corn-Austin Company Crass Furniture Company •

Pr'..,
for.
firm
!oh d
lean.
hit h

17444:

Frazee, Melugin & Holton Ins. Agc'y.
Gladys Scott's Dress Shop
Growers Loose Leaf Floor JACK FARMER.
Hendon's Texaco Station
Johnson Appliance Company
Love's Studio
Littleton's
Murray Lumber Company

Mgr

Rudy's Restaurant
Shroat Brothers Meat Market
Stokes-Billington Motor Company
Superior Laundry and Cleaners
Lubie F. Thurmond
J. T. Taylor Seed and Implement Co.
Varsity Theater
Western Kentucky Stages
West End Grocery

Murray Paint & Wallpaper Company
Murray Fashion Shoppe
Murray Hatchery
National Hotel
National Stores
Outland Loose Leaf Floor
Parker Seed Store
Peoples Savings Bank
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RYAN KING. 8 2-e, VISITS
FAMILY AT McKENZIE. TENN.

Y. KENTUCKY
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DAY, JANUARY 25, 1945

_rkended training course which was til-fiGT. WAYNE WRIGHT
Clemente island, San Diego. Calif.
stretaheci from eighteer to twenty- AT PATTERSON FIELD
Scanlan Paul Alton, who has re¶ four weeks in November of last
Ryan King. S 2-c, stationed at
cently
returned 'from sea duty, is
S-Sgt.
Wayne
Wright
and
year.
Mrs.
These
weeks were jamGreat Lakes spent a iessadays leave
Packed with training
on lite Wright have reaurped home after spending a leave with his father
with his wife and children in
auund ind in the
and the fact spending two weeks with ,their Dave Alton.
Kenzie. 'Tenn. the past week.
I/
lam the graduate aurvived the ar. 'parents Mr. and Mn. Will Wright
Se
.
aman King has been in the
deal qualifies them to use over of Farmington, and Mr. and Mrs.
Sgt. Billy Ross is in Belgium
Navy., for a year and is a bus
Axis strongholds the most devas- J. R. Cooper of Hazel.
driver at Great Lakes
Before
LT. I. H. HARRIa SsSIGNTD TO CAPT. W. L. DRAKE IS
;Spiting weapon in the world -the
Sgt Wright spent over two years with the 481st Medical Collecting
entering the Navy Seaman Kula
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, THURSDAY, JANOARY 25, 1 945
HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
H. F. Paschall, Pastor
Hazel, Ky.

•
HIRST METHODIST CHURCH
T. H. Mullins, Jr., Minister
S 4,3 A.M. Sunday School
30 A.M. Morning Woralsip--7
S.00 P.M.- iftsthodist 'N'ciuth Fetlowship
6:30 P.M., College Vespers ..""
7:00 P.M. Evening Worship ."
E B. HoWton, Sunday Seimol Superintendent .
of
C. B. Ford. Superintendent
Adult Division
Max B. Hurt, Superintendent of
Youth Division
Miss Kathleen Patterson, Superintendent of Children
Mrs. G. T. Hicks, Director of Wesley Foundation and College
Choir
Cilia! Hughes, Minister of Music,
• and Organist
• W. J. Caplinger, Chairman of -the
Board.aif Stewards
The Methodist Church is the
"Church of the People- and not
the church .of the theologians and
the dogmatists. Its doors are ever
•pen to .any who desire to wor• hip God in spirit and in truth.
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ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
L. T. Daudet, Pastor

Sunday School 10:00 a.m. each
,Suriday. Sundey School Superintendent, Paul Dailey.
Morning Worship at 11 a.m. on
second and fourth Sundays each
mews
Month.
MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Evening Service at 7:45 on secSixth and Maple Streets
ond and fourth Sundays.
Harold Watson, Minister
Training Unaoris each Sunday at
6:30 p.m. Layman White, director.
Bible study at 9:45 a.m.
.W.M.U.- -sleets on Wednesday
Worship with
Communion 'at
following secend eget fourth Sun10:50 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. Subjects:
days.
"Obedience" at both services. .
-B.A.'s...CA..1i.. and Suitheramseneet,
'Prayer meeting Wednesday evingdays are same as WM,.
ening at 7:30 .
We cordially invite you to atOAK GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
tend all services,.
J. II. Thurman, Pastor
,
- - FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School each Sunday, 10
Braxton B. Sawyer,, Pastor
am. James H. Foster, superintendMiss Mabel Whiteker, Secretary
ent.
Phone 75
Preaching by the pastor. Second
and Fourth Sundays at 11:00 a.m.
Dewey Ragsdale, S. S. Supt.
Preaching and Business Meeting,
Ronald Churchill, T. U. ,Dir.
Saturday before Second Sundays
Ethel Chaney, Studeni%teretary
at 2:00 p.m.
"
MORNING.
weather and
_As soon as bad
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School ;.
muddy roecla will permit, we will
1:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
have Evening services.
EVENING
We .urge each member to attend
6:15 p.m. jh-ese services and to bring your
Training Union
7:30 pm. friends and neighbors with you.
Evening Worship
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday, 7:30 Visitors are always afelcome and
p.m.
appreciated..
"Mine thou With us, and we
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH will do thee good."
I. W. Rogers, Pardee

AEMO crawl=
Sunday School-9:30 a.m.
Pastor.
L. R.
Worship-r-10:45 a.m. Sermon fly
Sun,lay School. 10:00 a.m. Harthe Pastor.
services:
din hlorria. superintendent.
arena ble.tings and_ Bible aludy Worship
First Smithiy, Temple Hill, at 11
Morning Worship, 11:00 a.m.
-6:30 p.m.
o'clock and at Independence, 2:45
m., J. J.
Training Union, 6:30
Worship-7:30 p.m. Settrion by
p.m.
Roberts, dirt:mon
the Pastor.
• Second Sunday, Russells Chapel
Evening Worship. 7:30 p.m. WEDNESDAY:
at 11Mid-week prayer seri:iris-ta2:00 pm—W'd
- Third Sunday, Brooks Chapel
p.m. Wednesday.
Society-meeting at the church.
at 11 a.m.
W.M.U. meets each second and
7:30 p.m.-Prayer Meeting.
Fourth-Sunday, Temple Hill, 11
fourth Weduesday.
8:30 p.m.-Teachers' Meeting.
ilirland Bethel, 2:45 p.m.
RA., G.A., and Y:W„A., meet
Every. one is invited to attend
Wednesday night.
MURRAY CIRCUIT
the worship services.
C. A. Riggs, Pastor
Fit-sr Sunday--Goshen 11 a.m.;
FIRST CHRISTIV1 CHURCH
KIRKSEY CIRCUIT
•
.tynn Grove 3 -p.tri.
Charles Thompson, Pastor
Rev. H. P. Blankenship, Pastor
second Sunday-Martins Chapel
---- -11 a.m ; New HoPe• 3 Pm,.
Church School 9:45 a.m. W. Z.
Third Sunday-Lynn Grove 11 a.m. Worship Services:
Carter, superintendent.
First Sunday, Kirksey, at 11:00
Goshen 3 p.m.
Worship--1044.01a.14
Morning
Fourth Sunday-Sulpher Spfings a.m.: Cole's Camp Ground, 3 p.m.
Pastor will-vs-earl+. Special multi.
-945-iiiii717-eW Hope 11:00 a.m.; and Mt. Hebron at 7 pm.
Under direction of Prof. Merle Kes• Co'theater, at
" .Second
' Martins Chapel 3 pm.
StindaYt
ler. Mrs. Frances Johnson, OrganFifth Sunday - Sulphur Springs .11:00 a.m. and Mt. Carmel at 7:00.
P.m.
11 a.m. pm.
Youth
Fellowship-6:30
Third Sunday: Mt. Hebron, at
The public has a cordial invitaMrs. John W. Reaves, Student
tion to attend these 'services and 11:00 a.m. and Kirksey at 7 pm.
7 Work Direct6r.- All young peaple
Fourth Sunday: Mt. Carmel at
lvorship with us.
invited.
Cole's Camp Ground,
11:00
Wednesday Evening, 7:30. Prayer.
3 pm: and Coldwater at 7 p.m.
St. Leos Catholic Church
.*vice and Bible Study, the PasFifth
Cole's Camp
Sunday:
North.Twelfth Street
tas. in tharge.
Ground at 11 a.m.
Services are held each Sunda!
is follows:
Madison county farmers hauled
Send your rural subscripFirst, third, and fifth Sundays and spread 18.300 tons of lime dur'ion for the Courier-Journal it 10 o'clock; second and fourth ing the 12 months ending Dee' n-.ber 1, 1944.
Sundays at 8 o'clock.
'o J. R. Miller, Hazel, Ky.
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Faith Or Opinion?
Faith or opinion. %attach? There is a big
different e, Within thia difference is found the
imp of much of oar religions confusion. If
-en Piety nxiuld only he guided in their reI•jon by genuine Bible faith rather than by
opinion our troubles nould largely he over and
our divisions nould cease.
Ilith has been correctly defined as "belief
in testimony.: Where no testimony has ever
been presented there can he no real faith. That
mould hr opinion. For instance. if God had
never in any way nhatsoever revealed Himself
to man and thus furnivhed him testimony of
Himself, •en man could have no faith in God.
If God had never revealed tr•timony. the New
Testament. concerning Jesus (- heist. ithen we
could not and would not have faith in Him who
died for us. When testimony is presented and
man liclieves-this testiniony, he then has faith.
Paul so teaches in Born. 10:17: "So then faith
conies by hearing, and hearing by the Word of
God.In Betwews II, the wrest faith chapter. we
has., an example given of "faith and opinion."
Read carefully verses 17-19. God had told
Abraham that through Isaac He n fluid make
of him a mighty nation. Vet. God said later
for Abraham to offer Isaac upon the altar.
Abraham had faith that God nould multiply
his seed through Isaac because God had said
so and thus given the testimony. Vet God
hariii'l explained how he %%mild do this 'and
Abraham's
have Abraham offer Isaac.
opinion is as that God would rake him. Isaac,
frcm the dead when he had sacrificed him. his
was mere opinion for God had not said so
No testimony and therefore no faith

If I arn going to wallObt faith in my religion then I must %% alit according to the revelation er le‘..timiany furnished Jay the Lord. According, to the Apostle Peter in 2 Peter 1:3 God
has furnished us all things that pertain to life
and godliness.
This WC .ha,,ve in New .Yestilanient scriptures.
That Is le In James refers to it as the "perfect
lass of liberty " James 1:15. Whenever religious! we ailk or act esact.y as the New Testament directs then ne are walking by faith.
Fer example, God in the New Testament has
furnished the testimony that we should slag
In our norstilp to Him. Cot 3:16. Let the
nerd of thrist Merl! in you richly in all wisdom. teaching and admonishing one another in
psalms and hymns. and spiritual songs. *lilting
is iih grlire in your hearts to the !card. Singing.
therefore, is a matter of faith. But, there is
aleolutely no testimony given in the New Tfktament for as tit employ instruments of music
in uorshipping the Lore Hence, to practice
such is to be gstoed by opinion. Ns testimony
-nit faith. Surely it is then but the opinion of
. man.
When the preacher baptises a penitent be
Bever, they both rein, to the seater, go dovin
into it hath of them, and there I baptise him
by a burial, it will be following the testimony
-given. Acts 8:36-19; Rom 6-1. Since there is
no evidence in the Nft,A Testament that God
ssants it done in any other viay. then it b
cnly Rome person's opinion n hen %tater is
sprinkled or poured on the candidate. We cannot be walking by faith in such practice for
there is Ilt• evidence or testimony presented In
Gods' record. Are vim %talking ha faith"
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- LONALTY TO THE KIXODOM
LESSON TEXT-Matthew 6:33: 7:12.
16-29
GOLDEN TEXT-Seek ye first the
kingdom of God, and ths.raghteousness:
and all these things shall be added unto
you.-Matthew 6.33.

H. Kind

(7:12).
Spiritual principles apply to daily
living, to our attitude toward our
fellow men. Here we have the socalled Golden Rule. It is not the
way of salvation; it is a summary
of the teagaing of the law and prophets. But it does provide us with a
splendid priiciple of daily conduct.
. Our active concern each day and
In every touch with others is to be,
"How would I like them to deal with
me? Let me do thus to them."
That is a higher standard than you
think until you really try it. Only
Christ can enable you to do it.
III. Fruitful (7:16-20).
Two fruit trees or vines may look
almost alike until the fruit appears,
and then we learn the 'Rue character of each-whether good or bad.
Every life brings forth some kind
of fruit, and in its outward manifestation the life speaks of the inward
condition of the life. Unclean and
profane speech, hatred, dishonesty
and trickery-these come out of au
evil heart. Righteousness, pure and
kindly speech, thoughtful-actions.
honest and straightfonvard dealings
-these speak of- the good heart.
The one whose life is centered in
Christ (see above) is a vine after
God's own planting. His roots strike
deep down-into the grace and mercy
of God, and his fruit is the Christlike grace of Christian character
(see Gal. 5:22, 23).
IV. Genuine (7:21-23).
Lip service will not do (v. 21).
Even an imitation of the real service of Gin:I's people, but rendered
without the backing of a life offaith,
will result only in disappointment
and our Lord's 0515ri disavowal (vv.

Lessons

.

Barnett Electric and
Refrigeration
Service

SELF-LOCKIRG ...

Farmers And Livestock Producers
May Grade Own Meat; Entitled
To Subsidies, Say OPA Officials

can't

curl,

raise, or gap and

break off like ordinary :hingles. You set beauty of color
and pattern plus years of extra tervice at no extra cost.

sheep. try require that all persons who .
rationed
toed:veal, hogs-,are a vital. food and_j sell or -transfer
needed to feed the populatio4 of milst_. collect ration stamps or
the witcid. JS-THE'statement of the other ration currency.
Grading Loral Meats
Iatudxille.
OPA
•/he )944-4.,5 crop is expected to -The Pederzil Law requiring-Stanpigs. datd grading -of all meats' is one of
total less than. 88,000.000
This nytild be 20 per cent smaller tta. great helps given the livestock
than . the 643 .crrip and One per Industry by the grarprnment. All
average -meat, except pork, which is ofcent smaller than the
1939742 crop. The crrip of lambs fered for w,le, must be graded and
and beef cattle is reported' to be the grade shown on the carcass and
nrpi'.Packing houses haw' been ,...primal cuts by marks. in. the ,form
hort of man power -to imerate to rit Oncil• marks, tags. Melt-ars or
capacitr. ,Transportation is dif- purple ..4.amget. It is a violation
. of Federal Law for unqaded Meat
,
ficult.
..to be • held or exposed for seta.
most
buying
iS
government
The
This, law makes it neceesary
our
feed'
to
grade
better
of the
Lower .grades the govessment to employ qualimilitary forces
giaders with the responsibilimust be used by. our civilian pop- fied
r
ulatton, is the--opininn it meat
snechilisis • of the "MA'lieSiinuar:
ters as was given out in a recent
letter.
All this irirtiaates that acme kind
.4 plan to provide communities
!hat produce meat, with locally
produced meat for local consumpion, should. be considered by
•,wners'of livestock,
The War time Laws of our cou'a--

The opposite of that is equally
true. The real Mild of God works
for Christ; he speaks of his Lord,
and calls on His name. But in
and through it all there is the evident ring of sincerity and genuineness which marks it as the real
thing.
(..)ne does net hear much mention
these days of hypocrites in the
church. Perhaps we are too politeto speak of them, or it may 'be that
we think them toei obvious to need
pointing out. But they are there,
going through the motions of a
Christian life, talking the langnage,
and imitating the w ,rks, but completely dead Spiritually.
V. Well Grounded (7:24-29).
The figure of speech changes. Instead of being likened to fruit trees.
rnen's lives are said to be like
house,, with their vatious 'kinds of
foundations and superstructures. The figure is an interesting and
instructive one. There is only. one
foundation upon which one can build
a Christian life. "Other foundation
can no man lay than that is laid,
which, is Jesus Christ" "a COr.

irrvie •

Subsidy For Local Growers
h
While the packers are supplying
rosig out
our soldiers with meat, the farmer
the country are short of man- slaughterer mey supply the home
power. While lisnudek conditions ineatas This brings up the quescan and do often change very tion of subsidies. The Rilepastruequickly, it is 'tow quite obvious tion Finance Corporation, through
that marketing and distributing the Defense . Supplies Corporation,
agencies 'should get ready to give will pay him subsidy at the same',
• assistance possible - to the _live- rate as'. ether sla,ughterers who
stock producer during this fall. and kill in equai-voiume. Subsidy is
winter. The office of • Price ,A1- paid on live weight of hogs, sheep,
ministration and other governmen- vegtassid cattle slaughtered up to
tal agendas are doing every.thtng 251000 pOurlds in a month, but at
Possible Jas. help sin relieving this plat 2.500_pourada rnua t be slaught_eredi-• each - month- to quoify for
marketing difficulty. The amou
„
of livestock that could be market- subsidy. ta
ed direct from -the' fent in' tha
tie fottooting aro the subsidy...
4orna ol meat is large. If local payments per cwt. on the live
communities could consume lo- weight basis: Cattle $1.00; sheep
cally produced meat, a. great sav- $.0.95; veal 41.10; hugs $1.30.
ing of transSoftatims and man-,
power over,.the-couhlry weuld be
accomplished.
Farmer slaughterers who sell or
deliver meat to others must grade
their own meat. Farm slaughterers do not have to ,requek the serLocated at 403 Maple on
vices of official graders 'but msy
South Side of Court
themselves grade the' meat they
Square
spegrade
official
the
tell, using
Bulletin
in
found
cifications as
—In
-Meat Buying Linder Price' ConAPPLIANCE
JOHNSON
trol" dated` June.1.944; kind detailed
COMPANY
plans for meat grading may 1,1'
found in the bulletin, -The FerniDay Telephone 56
Home Phone 2321
er Grades His Meat."
ate
m.oeus
s; th
ee all..!!
r:id
toc gi5
ty.rh

In the kingdom of Christ there
must be unquestioned loyalty. If
then He is the King of our lives, we
as Christian men and women will
want to live in accordance with His
blessed will.
Loyalty to Christ leada to the best
kind of living. It surpasses any experience of loyalty to a cause or a
human personality. Instead of hindering or limiting our development,
it opens wide the grand vistas of a
life altogether worth-while. It is a
life:
I. Well Ordered (6:33).
Much of the distress in which men
and women find themselves is
caused by the fact that their lives
are not well ordered:'They live in
a constant flurry of uncertainty, indecision and disorder. They have
ContribuCHICAO0 - Warner Sallman, two,'appeal tor siscainciai
Crusade reno proper center for their lives, and
portrait of Christ has sold tions to the $25,000.000
whose
and
lopsided
more
fund,
are
reconstruction
consequently they
4,500,000 copies, depicts here Use sup- lief and
go for food,
to use than half of which
leaking ha real ustinitir_tAt_.
--poet of millions_of Christians
aid-for peoples rit
See how delightfully right is the- determination of their Leader that cloviiing and otherexpeiience and activity of a follow- there be nu more war. Methodists war devastated and occupied coonthe Crusade
er of Christ. He is the center. The are among those who are wishing tires. Other phaA's-of
Christ call tor support of coInterests of His kingdom are the for liberty and justice for all men. for
in the postnations
among
_Operation
first in thought- His righteousness through their lour-year, live-fold
war world. renewed evitigetern et- is the rule of life. Other things? Crusade for Christ.
ChriAlan stewPosters of the Saitinan painting, forts, education for
Well, all that is necessary, God adds
...aritship and unprpsernent of Sunday
now appearing in more than-41,0011.
day'oby day.
Methodist churches across the na- Schea attendance
When the center of life is right,
everything else is right-when that
is wrong, s.:-../..eastrekat. Is your life
centered in Christ? '?

Ford's Cyclone Safety Shingles are exclusive. _1'4. other
roof gives you all these advantages. Made oF finest
Felts, super-satigated and surfaced with colorful minzrals, under strict laboratory control.
For beauty, economy arid lasting prctcction
with Cyclone Safety Shingles.

re-roof
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MURRAY LUMBER COMPANY
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An

• Complete in every Detail
• EASY TO KEEP
• A Factual, accurate record for your Farm
Transactions.

alley like this
is an asset!

You'can

Now $150
Only

have it=

at low cost- with

CONCRETE
There's no reason why alleys
should be dirty and unsightly,
muddy Or dusty.
A clean. sanitary concrete alley
cogisisrprisingly little. And what
it makes! Easy to
a differ
keep deencourages neighborhood neatness, adds to property values, and provides an allw either driveway to your garage.
Concrete alleys witl serve you
for a generation at negligible
tipkecp cost,
Get together with your neighbors. lask your city. officials to
include clean, good-looking concrete alley pavement in their
plans for postwar improvements.

e-

Employment Record Books

Thittein lies the folly of the modernist or-liberal. He has denied add
rejected the only foundation-and
yet tries to build a house of Christian character. When the real problem.s of life strike, he goes down in
ruin.
On the other hand, let no Christian
who has ,laid a foundation on the
rock fail to go on and build upon
it. Thus grounded, his house of
faith will stand though the wind and
rain and floods of life seek to tear
It down. Of that kind of house we
read that "it tell not: for it was
f,,macled upon a rock" (v. 25).
'Flits- lesson will afford many pro,
PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
fessed Christian-4 a chance to test it611Mefillelilileak Slitg.,tadia.apolis 4,tad.
by
loyalties
their
their lives and
Odd'. standards.
A sefieimil eseserdileelee a iniprott• and 400.4
1,,e uses ei tertcrete .„three* scienbAc research
and esg.notrints field ewe.

QUALITY PRINTING

Time, Wages, Exemptions, Tax
and Deductions

at

An accurate payroll record

REASONABLE PRICES

A complete year's record can 1+1
kept ill one hook.

- I _et -us estimate your cost on

35c EACt-I

1.

your printing
, needs

The Ledger & Times
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